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Delineations

This book is intended as a description of models of
existing programs and as a survey of practices that
Isave appeared successful in the training of teachers
for gifted and talented students. It is not designed
to promote a specific model, but rather to present
alternative models with their unique strengths and
weaknesses. The book also examines some
questions which are raised by these teacher training
models and makes some specific recommendations.

The scope is limited to programs designed for
the training of teachers.for the gifted and talented.
It is understood that many programs and proce-
dures for educating teachers of other groups of
exceptiohal children may have specific applica-
bility. A further limitation cif the book is that it
deals with general procedural models rather than
specific methods to be employed in the day, to day
training of a teacher.

About the Author

C. JUNE MAKER is currently working on her P h.D.
in gifted. child education at the University of Vir-
ginia, Charlottesville. She has taught elementary
school science and courses in creativity at the gradu-
ate level. ln addition to her current servic' on the .

board of directors Of National Association. for
Gifted Children, she has been a regional supervisor
for gifted programs for the Office of Educa,tion of
the State of Illinois. She alio has completed a one
year internship in the Office. of Gifted and Tal-
ented, US Office of Education.
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Assumptions and Issues

OUR SOCIETY is constantly changing: Our
knowledge is growing so rapidly that experts

in each field can scarcely keep up, textbooks are
out of date before they are published, our values
are radically different from those of our parents.
The only constant is change itself. Alvin corner
calls it Future Shock and points us to this stagger-
ing data:

The last ^50,000 years of man's existence can
be divided into 800 lifetimes. 650 were spent
in caves, 730 without communication from
one lifetime to another, 796 without measure-
ment of 'time, 798 without electric motors-.
The overwhelming majority of all the
material goods we use in daily living have
been created in our present lifetime.

The earth's urban population will double in
eleven years. .

. ,

Half the energy consumed by man in the last
2,000 years has been consumed in the last
100.

There is a doubling of the total output of
goods and services in advanced societies about
every fifteen years, and the doubling times are
shrinking.

.
It took the human race more than one million
years to be able to travel at 100 mph, 58 more
years to travel 400 mph, 20 years to double
that, and only 22 years to increase this to
18,000 mph.

New chemical elements were discovered at
about the rate of one every 200 years prior to
and including the 15th century. Since 1900
we have been isolating the remaining ele-
ments at a rate of about one every three years.

The total number of scientific journals and
articles is doubling every fifteen years.

. (Toffler, 1970)

Education, especially the education of gifted and
talented children, has failed to keep pace with the
changes in society. Gifted children, who will be
among the leaders of tomorrow, are at present
among the most bored in our classrooms, and few of
those who do not withdraw or drop out ever realize

their full potential. As educators, we are given the-7
challenge of preparing students to be successful
'adults, but we no longer have the satisfaction of
knoWing they will live in a society similar to our
own and preparing them for it. If we continue to
educate -them to live in a world like the one we
know, we will continue to educate them to the
past, and not the future which is rushing at all of
us with ever increasing speed.

The teacher is the most important person in this
picture. It is the teacher who must translate theory
into practice, help students acquire the skills -of
discovery, instill a love of learning, impart the tools
for gaining new knowledge and analyzing the
known, and guide students toward the ability to
accept values different from their own: Above all,
it is teachers who must provide students with a way
to adapt to a constantly changing .world. If our
teachers are to be adequately prepared 'for this
task,, they themselves must learn how to become
facilitators of the .change process. They must
:encourage school systems to be innovative and to
keep abreast of community needs. They must be
innovators in their classrooms by developing alter-
native ways to teach instead of trying to find the
"right" way. Parents have 'a right to expect 'from
them an attitude of acceptance of change which will
keep those students from withdrawal or attachment
to 'a constantly vanishing past or obsolescent pres-
ent. Teachers must develop in their students an
ability to deal effectively with change, so that they
may be released into society as fully participating,
productive, and successftilapersons persons capa-
ble of realizing their potential. If teachers are to
be agents or facilitators of change, their training
needs to reflect this need for developing attitudes.
and skills which will enable: them to carry out this
function. ,

The. Teacher's Role in School System Change
Writers and researchers in the fields of education
and sociology have considered' the key role of
teachers in the process of educati,nal change.
Leithwood and Russel (1974) state that

while the principal is a centre of communica-
tion the teacher has ultimate responsibility for
effecting classroom change and hence the



initiation of change by the principal must be
as a stimulant to the teacher's assumption of
responsibility for change. Such initiation
cannot be forced nor should it reduce the
teacher's important decision-making responsi-
bilities, but only make clearer how the .princi,
pal. can. be used to facilitate the changes
envisioned thy the teacher. Most :important,
the teacher must be- made aware that his
actions are endorsed and supported- by the
principal. (p. 9)

Leithwoocl and Russel are especially cJneerned
with the teacher's role and responsibilkrin
culum development and believe that only the
teacher can make necessary decisions dealing with
specification of objectives, -accumulation of:Mate-

ChooSing instructional -techniques; and
evaluation. TheY see the most realistic situation as
being one of .substantial support for the teacher
through relevant inservice training and .consulta--
Live persons/agencies prepared to act on needs they
have 'identified with the, teacher. They conclude
that teachcr responsibility for curriculum does not
imply that administi lye personnel, subject matter
specialists, consultants.. and curriculum developers
annot assist the teacher. Teachers should be

responsible for specifying objectives, identifying
needs-. critically evaluating -materials and straw-
gies:-and making the final. decision about adoption
or 'adaptation (within budget limitations), for "it is
the teacher Who is ultimately held accountable for
the students subjected to the curriculum" (p. 20):

. .

Fox (1966) presents 'a somewhat different point
of -view:

"Ivpically, -however,. the focus at the school
level is on what is to be changed and on the
Innovation to be introduced, with teachers as

target, rather than on a process of problem-
solving. The .driving force for educational
Change is seen as coming from the outside:
Link attention has been given to the know

. ledges, skills, strategies and processes involved
in teachers anti school staffs diagnosing the
actual need for change, and
electing or creating a variety of alternativet'

approaches, developing strategies-for the.trial
of one or more approaches, gathering data
during the pros* ss of change, modifying and
adapting the change plan in view of experi-
ente, using. both in- school and out-of-tschool
resources wisely, assessing .the consequences of
the change efforts and sharing the results of
such efforts with others within the profession.
(p. 23).

Fox continues by examining the characteristics
and knowledge, that will enable teachers to 'play .

their role effectively in the process of general
educational change as 'a function of the uniqueness
of educational change. Some of the unique aspects
which have implications for teacher needs are:
1. "The innovAjon is likely to require change in

the behaviOr of the teacher, with accompanying
d

changes
, in his "attitudes, understandings, skills

and values."

2. Adinnovation.is More likely to be adapted than
adopted because of the differences in school

/ situations. -

3 -Innovation for the teacher may involve the use
of new conceptual tools by the teacher, anew
orientation toward interacting with 'students, or
the application of an inquiry approach to
learning.

.4. TeaChers are involved actively in a number of
roles in the change process: innovator, adopter,
adapter, action researcher, diffuser . . . "rather,
than -simply being targe s for someone else's
change efforts."

5. "Teachers feel they are not free agents to change
current practice but are bound to the expecta-
tions of parents, school administrators and their
own colleagues" (p. 23). ,

Even though particular changes in behavior or
program may be welcomed by the teacher, their
very newness makes it difficult for pa ents, admire
ikrators, or children to predict the course of affairs
and shakes their. confidence in the techer. There
is dis-ease until the old behavior is revs ablished or
the new behavior institutionalized: Fox ffers addi-
tional insight by presenting the mode shown in
Figure 1. In this model the teacher a d/or the
school staff are engaged in a procZss o problem

.solving as they work to improve the ed, cat!onal
program. Becoming familiar with a Particular
innovation which has been used elsewhre may
help the staff to clarify a concern they have had
before, but unless the new ideas speak to so e kind
of concern, it is highly unlikely that they ill be
adopted, utilized effectively, or institucionali ed. In
other words, a consultant, university pro ssor,
researcher, or other -outsider does not sti ulate
lasting change in an educational system mess
sc-ve-Fa-l-conclitions are met within the school s tern
itself, within the teaCher, and within the intera five
relationship that exists between the outsider nd
the staff of the school,. Once a certain innovatio is
adapted and adopted, the teacher also playi a -ey
role in the evaluation of the success of practic s
making needed improvements and disseminati
information about successes.

These three authors preSent two of the ba is
views of the teacher's role in educational chang

9 4_i
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The first, presented by Leithwood and Russel,
assumes that the principal or some other person
will be the initiator, while the teacher will have the
major role in deciding what is to be changed' and
how. rox sees the teacher in all of the roles, includ-
ing initiator, on the basis of needs identified by the
teacher. The third view of the teacher's role is
alhicled to in the first quote from Fox. This view
sees the teacher as an object to be changed and/or
as an instrument to carry out someone else's deci-
sions about changes.

Of the three roles, the view taken in this boOk is
that the most effective is the problem solving ap-
proach, since changes accomplished .by this method
will be based on a need felt by the teacher, will be
developed to fit the unique school situation, and
hence can have a lasting effect. Fox's concePtion of
this role, however, does not describe two of the
major drawbacks of this approach to change. First,
it leaves all the responsibility for initiation and
recognition of needs to the teac her, seemingly
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without considering the inipact of a persuasive out-
sider. An outsider who can create a' sense of
dissatisfaction with the status .quo is necessary in
many cases to develop a recognition of problems by
the teacher. In' some schools, nothing would
happen if all the impetus for change were to come
from the teachers. Second, assuming this attitude
toward the process of change appears to require
more time, effort; and money than the other
conceptions and thus requires a greater commit-
ment from the school as a whole. For this reason,
few- schools have a problem solving approach to
educational change: If the changes are to be rele-
vant and lasting, the extra time and effort will be
well spent.

Regardless of the role one expects a teacher to
assume in the total picture, that teacher, must be
able to accept changes and develop alternative
attitudes, skills, and abilities which will enable him
or her to carry out the, necessary changes
successfully.
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The Teacher's Role in Classroom Change
____The_teacher's role in classroom innovation is

similar to his or her role in the larger context of
school system change. In addition to considering
changes in basic techniques, curriculum, texts, and
other such areas, however, the teacher needs to be
able to adapt certain techniques to the differing
needs of unique students. The class as a group will
change from year to year, and some of the most
s'uccessful methods used with one group will fail
utterly with another because of differences in social
interaction, abilities, space, and other characteris-
tics of the children.

The school population is changing even more
rapidly now than in. the past.. Carl Rogers (1969)
lists-some of the characteristics he sees as part of an
"emerging person of tomorrow." That person is
one who:

0,Values authenticity.
Is opposed to 'highly structured, inflexible
institutions.
Finds educational institutions mostly irrele-
vant and-futile.
Is a searching person without any neat an-
swers.
Is highly aware.
Is active in the pursuit of causes in which he
believes.

nd most of all, ."He wants his learning to involve
feelings, to involve the living of learnings, the
application of relevant knowledge, a meaning in
the here and now" (p. 220),

Stud
Clearil
dren
pointe

ents in -a seminar conducted by the ERIC
ghouse on Handicapped and Gifted Chil,
arly in 1975 expressed the same desires
out by Rogers. They wanted more course

choices; more career education and counseling;
fewer requirements; internship and apprenticeship
experiences; and teachers who "can get into your
skin and see what's going ,on inside of you." Most of
all they wanted to relate learning to life.

As more and more of these "persons of tomor-
row" enter classrooms, teachers will be calleskon to
demonstrate the connection between learningand
life. The teacher will have to be able- to assume the
problem solving role in his or her individual class-
room with help from both outsiders (other teachers,
consultants, researchers, professors, administrators,
curriculum specialists, parents, and others) and
insiders (students). In each classroom, the teachers
will need to be the facilitator's of problem solving
processes-more and more, the imparters of informa-
tion less andless.

4

The Teacher's Role:in Developing Attitudes,
Skills, and Abilities in Students
The teacher's most iinportant function as a change
agent lies in the realm of the changes he or she iS
able to effect_ in students: The most relevant evalu-
ations of educational programs are -based in the
amounts and kinds of changes, both positive and
negative: that have occurred-in the target popula-
tion. The ultimateevaluation, of course, is in the
lives of the students themselves.But in-addition:10
producing changes in students, the teacher will be-
called on to develop skills, attitudes, and values
which will assist students to live and work produc-
tively in our constantly changing world and not be
victimized, by it.

What Should Students Be Taught?
Before examining the teacher's role in developing
Changes in Students, it would be well to take a look
at some of the basic skills, attitudes, values, and
knowledges that students are likely to need in the
future -.. , .

1. The successful adidt of the future will need to
be. creative. Since society will be. very different
much more quickly than ever before, and will con-,
time to change at anever increasing rate, people
must learn the skills of developing alternative ''be-
haviors and new ways of dealing with others, alter-
nate ways of earning a living, and new ways (if
protecting themselves'from an alien environment.

2. The successful adult of loniorrow will,need'to
be :able to accept, and probably develop Pr

value systems different from those ite-presently.
holds. One.'need only look at the differences be-
tween the behaviors of patents and children,
bete yen middle aged and young adults, and
between ul.traurban and rural families in order to
recognize some of the radical discrepancies in
values which mark our society and to get a feel. for
the conflicts engendered by these discrepancies. As

culture and as a nation we are becoming increas-
ingly dependent on other nations and cultures-of
whose Values'We know relatively little:- The entire
world is becoming "smaller" and more interdepen-
dent. We have to learn hoW to deal effectively with
all 'peoples, of the world. In -order to be able to .
develop new 'value .systerns and accept those that
differ from our own, accordingly, we must come to
a better understanding of the valuing process. We
must learn how we acquired the values we hold and
come to understand how and why others differ
from us in the premises on which they base their
own lives and behavior.

3. The successful adult ..of the future will nerd
skills of acquiring; processing, analyzing,- and
applying knowledge. Since knowledge is. increasing
so rapidly and facts are becoming obsolete just vs
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fast, learning must be a continuous process. The
adult of the future needs to know. where to find
necessary information. He or she will need to know
how to analyze this information critically so as not
to be deceived by error and misinformation. He
will need to be able to sort out the most important
and .relevant from the superficial. Above all, he
will need to be able to apply this new knowledge in
the proper context. It is no longer enough to be
able to recite a list of facts; they may already have
become history.

4. The successful adult of the future musi 'be
able to predict future events on the basis of cur-
rently avaita.ble information. 'Cervantes' theory of
adaptational psychology, "forewarned is fore:
armed," has been supported by research on the;-
reactions of astronauts, displaced families, and
industrial workers. The mental -processing of
advance data about any subject cuts down tche
reaction time during the actual period of adapta-
tion. But even me .1. important is.the habit of anti -
cijating future its. This conditioned ability to
look ahead plays a key role in adaptation" (Toffler,
1.970),. No lOnger can we assume that the world will
be the same 10 years from now, or that th skills
learned yesterday will even be needed in the future.
Examples of once valuable trades ,no. longer in
great demand because of improved technology ore
more than abundant. The -availability, low cost,
and increasing use

w

of electronic calculators has
reduced the need for employees ho can add and
subtrac't rapidly and accurately. Even the com-
puter, that most drastic of .change agents, now
has a multigenerational life-span, with more "gen-
erations" yet to come. All this means that people
will have to develop the ability to make sound pre-
dictions of the consequences of present actions.
The old saying that "history repeats itself' may still
have a ring of truth, but we shall have. to be
trained to recognize it in new guises.

5. 7'he successful adult of the future must posses.s
shills. enabling him or her .to relate elleeWvely with
others. The turnover of people in out lives is con-
stantly increasing, resulting in less time for trust to
develop and friendships to become clOse. Thus, we
need to develop ways to cut through the polite
barriers to c loseness and sharing, or else develop an
acceptance of life with an absence of- deep friend-.
ships. Carl Rogers (1969), in a description of what
he calls the"New Man,- lists as one of that man's
most important characteristics the need fOr new
forms of" communication, verbal and nonverbal,
feelingful and intellectual. Other traits are a recog-
nition of this transient lifestyle as- characterizedby
temporary relationships and an ability to leave
behind close relationships without. excessive conflict
or mourning.

6. THe successful adult of the future must: be,
able to avoid the disease so aptly named by Toffler
:future shri.ck." The following are some of Toffler's
own recommendations:

Meet invention with invention; design new
personal and social change regulators,
Develop new principles for planning and pac-
.ing ourown lives.
Develop a new kind of education --in the
future tense.
Develop specific new technological aids to in-
.crease aclapptivity. .

Develop new institutions and organizational
forms at the societal level.
Make.conscious decisions to slow down the rate
of turnover in our personal lives to the point
at which we are most comfortable, i.e., main-
tain a few "stability zones.-
Consciously regulate technological, advance.
Test the effeCts of new. technology on human
lives before mass marketing it.

These are but a few of the skills that will be nettled
by 'the adult of tomorrow, and we 'will ,no doubt
discover others of equal importance. However, we
must try to do our best to predict what it is neces-
sary to teach rather than continuing to teach what
we have always taught simply because that's the
way it's always been done.

What Is the Teacher's Role?
The teacher's role in preparing students for the
future is surprisingly parallel to the behavioral style
of the Community Change Educator in Richard .

Franklin's description of five community change
agent styles. (Gold, 1974). If a teacher assumes a
role similar to this description, he or she will be
assisting in. the development, in students, of the
skills and attitudes necessary for coping with not
just the present, but with. the future as well. And
not just for coping with'it, but for creating it.

Franklin describes four other styles = Instructor,
Pater Familias, Advocate, and Servitorthat also
parallel the behavior of teachers., He ;believes that
the Community Change'Educator is the most dis-
tinctive and effective of the five-because of its effect
on the client. It is also empirically grounded:in the
work of many psychologists, including Carl ROgers,.
and in the work of numerous educators concerned
with teacher behavior. Franklin's description is

much more effective than any paraphrase

What, briefly, areits distinctive marks? Cen-
tral is concern by the Community Change
Educator -[teacher] rn an inter-group plane,
rather than on the individual as a medium of



change. Central, too, is helping thcl who
comprise the client system [students] to learn
the' how and why of'change or deve op ent.
He takes initiative in generating If- lea ning
environment. Aims and means lin tog ther
in this focus; substance and proce. deci ions
and decision-rnaking:.,'people an problrns,
"soft." feelings. and ."hard" data II interpene-
trate. Above all, human occUpants of a social
milieu are perceived as much niore crucial to
that environment than physi -al aspects or
man-invented artifacts. Hu an interactibn
between the agent [teacher] //sand client [stu-
dent] thus becomes, highly einphasized, since
the interaction is '.,een par/ mount in a part-
nership to activate tle. pr )1e solving pro-
cess. The el: ie. one of pennesS to mutual
change :rid influence.

This conceived 'n..part from my and
others' work S trainers f educators in com-
munity leadership and r laced types of experi-
mental laboratories ..... The Change Educa-
tor [teacher], for :ex mple, bears down on
both cognitive and -motional data in the
situation as relevant/ to the change process,
relateS collaborativ9ly with the client [stu-
dent], -helps enlarge the number of options
open, and perceies the decision for the
change as the_ responsibility of the client
[student] group. p. 91)

He. explains the /Change agent behavioral model
and its subsequent effects using the diagram in
Figure 2. The first continuum, A-B, represents the
range of behaviors Open to a change agent. Along
the continuum ifs a potential range of mixes of
behaviors that tan change daily, or even hourly.
An agent coul display Pater Fam il his behavior
(fatherly prot,ction) one moment and move to
Change Educ tor behavior (inviting open, free ex-,
pression) the! next. Although no change,agent
assumes 'oney'role at all times,- the Instructor, Pater
l'amilias,.Advocate, and Servitor styles- lean toward
the left side/of the scale, while the Change Educator
tends to fall along the right half..

The vcriiCal. line represents the-time diinension,
anywherk,i' from a few days to a few years. The
,Second line, A '-B', represents the effect of the style
of the change,agent on .the- client, in this case, the
student. Franklin contends that consistent behavior
on the 'A. era of the scale results in the client re-
maining dependent On.the agent's help, while con-
sistent behavior on,the B end of the scale produces
clients who are confident and willing to operate
independently of the change agent. The clients will
he problem solvers. The low control, freedom urg-
ing style of the Change Educator.may at first panic

A Change Agent Teacherl Behavior Continuum B

Instructor 0 T Community
Pater Eamilias V I I Change
Advocate E. .M" Educator
Servitor R E

(OUTCOMES)

A' Client Group [Student] Response Continuum B'

Dependence on
change agent.
by client [student

independence,
interdependence

in agent-client
relationship-.

"partnership In change"

Figure Change Agent Behavioral Model.

the client group, and may not work at all with some )
members. In educkational settings this panic .fre-
quently can be obs4ved in independent study:pro-
grams for the gifted. When students' who are
accustomed to having their entire educational
experience tightly dii\scted from the'front of the
room are given the nieedom to direct their own
learning, they often wander aimlessly or. balk at
assuming responsibility for themselVes. In such a
situation a good teacher will assume a role .pattern
that gradually changes from authoritarian-Instruc-
tor to low level control learning facilitator. Much
value can be gained from the teacher being able to
assume a variety of roles which are situation and
context oriented and which relate directly to the
needs of the students, rather than being tied to one
role only.

Educational research has supported this theory
in relation to the teacher's role.in the. classroom.
Flanders (1960) found that there were four aspects
of teacher. behavior in the classroom which led to
superior pupil achievement and attitudes.-First, the
teacher was capable of_ providing a range of roles
from dominative supervision to discriminating sup-
port. Second, he or she was able tocontrol his own
spontaneous behavior and provide one or another
role when he wished. Third, he had enough under-
standing of teacher influence 'so that he could
decide between severalalt,ernative actions Vsed on
each situation: Fourth, and related to success in
the third aspect, the more successful teacher could
observe the situation objectively and sensitively,
and diagnose it accurately. .

A .further description and analysis of the atti-
tudes and actions of the Community Change Edu-
cator (CCE) maybe helpful in terms of looking-at
the teacher's influence on Students.Below are some
extensive excerpts from Franklin's description:

We might, ts? begin, propose that he is a
blend of scientist/artist, in the non-technical



sense, Temperamentally, this may not be fully
possible. Hypothetically, nonetheless, the
scientist in the CCE strivesqo describe reality
and "tell it like it is." He is able to sort fact
from fancy. He puts value'on experimenting.
The artist in him, on the other hand, sees
truth beyond the fact He is creative, in that
he discovers the new amidst the old,sees fresh
mixes of familiar ingredients. HeSenses the
potential as having validity equal with the
pragmatic in this case the potentiality of
persons and groups to go beyond their current
level of productivity or satisfaction. The Pater
Fainilias or Advocate may prove to be artists.
The Instructor can be the scientist. But I see
the CCE as more ,likely to blend 'the experi
mental tradition of science with the creative
tradition of the artist, and apply these to
human-relationships.His.behavioral style will
reflect the blend. He will exhibit detachment,
yet his warmtb_will come throtigh. Or is the
word "caring"? His clients will sense his car-
ing. They will come to know what'lle knows
their (potential for) growth in independence;
their (latent.) ability to choose wisely fOr them-
selves,. their (budding) willingness to work in
concert. (p. 97)

I,-

Empathy is a more congruent characteristic
for the CCE. It encompasses strong. positive
feeling for. the client group, an understanding .

of, flieni difficulties that surpasses words. 'Yet
tN! CCE retains a delicate detachment from
the group, a marginiity that allows him to be
with but not of. He is accepted as trustworthy
in many grOups across social class,., interest
and ethnic boundaries. Yet a part of him stays
uncommitted td the client-as-is, while corn.
mitted to the clients 'capacity for develop
ment. (p. 98)

To estab!ish, a change environment, tension
however supportive needs to prevail between.
the .CC E's vision and values, and those of the
client system. The helping relationship be-

. comes' an interaction .between two perspec-
fives, the base for stimulating a creative ten
sion for change.

Such a style marginal, empathic is not
calculated to g: devotion. It is apt, to
be highisk belravior, The Change Educator
retains his independence. 1.1cwill_not
meet client expectations. Ile may he s`ccli at
times as too progressive or uncooperative.
disloyal to the !"Establishment." Butto .try to
be losexo a group, yet not pander ,o it or be
its captive, is by nature risky. (p.98)

7

The distinction: [between the Advocate and
the CCE] a change agent with the Advocate
style is committed to a problem and his fixed
solution to it; the agent with the. Change
Educator style is committed to helping people

.learn to tope with the intricacies- of group/
'communit)r. problem-solving and deckion
making; he is a generalist in terms of the
problem, a specialist in terms of the process.

He is also an advocate of human growth,
of healthy interdependence, of community
wholeness. (p. 98)

He does not, as we've seen "take over': the
problem. His is much more of a diagnostic
stance, an "exploring with the client. This
begins with the definition; defined and rede-
fined through interaction. It continues
through the analysis,, the ( creative)eative) search for
solutions, the (critical) testing of these options
against situational reality And the UltiMate
goal. He does not choose for the group., nor
does he implement the action decided upon.
But he -helps differentiate what the client
needs to know throughout the prvess and
helps the client obtain ,such knowedge or
skill -inclUding from himself. The CCE,
better than client system- rnemberS, is apt, to
understand the dynamics of- the process. He
can help them to examine these, to modify
interpersonal blocks and to savor affective
strengths, to utilize latent resource's of experi-
ence and talent,. to build in .tilt\ norm of
learning from examined ekpu, ience.(p. 99)

Ittis mafgain is greater understanding of the
helping relationship, plus the "pleasure of sec'-
ing the client, increase_in stature. Ile and the-
client share a mutual adventure, fwm which
they !both grow. They become "partners in
change." (p. 991

Yet, I do not see him as the latest in a chang-
ing dynasty of saviors religious, military,
executive, scientific. He, perhaps, is starting
tradition of a different sort: without charis-
ma, without salvation promised; but with
pledge to help people realize their potentiali-
ties, keep their dreams alive, expand their
patience for the uncertain proceSs of corn-
munit y living..-.; His only monument will be
the m re "competent community.." (p..105)

The Role and Responsibility of Teieher'
,Training Programs =

If teachers of the gifted are to be sueccssful agents
of change in classrooms and school systems, then
teacher training programs must prepare them 'for
this role. Through .personal experience in working
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h Many_ teachers, the author has found that a
,ignificarrt prop rn of teachers arc resistant to
changes in classroOms ols in general. This

'.jai-Hornenon is not limited to those o are older,
as some would argue. Young, first and secon
teachers have been some of the most resistant:to
trying any :new approaches while some older
teachers rca-dy for retirement seem to he the most
change minded.

This experience has been supported by research,
particularly -that conducted using the Myers-Briggs
Type Indicator (MBTI); a persooality inventory
concerned pith .vt-luablc d'fferences in personality
that result from the. way people perceive a M the.
way they judge. "We have two opposite ways in
whit:Yrwe_ :become aware of things through the
senses and ,thi-Ottghintuition. We also have two
opposite ways of judging-things by thinking and
by feeling. We use all these processes, but not
equally- (Myers, 1970). Research studies on the use.
of the M report high correlations of certain
scales to such variables as creatiVity,.'atitonomy,
and need for change (Myers, 1962).

\.'ort Fange (191)2) Avund that in Canada, ,the
intuitive type's, especially'ENFP*' the entnnsiastic
'persuasive innovating type were highly rated as
13 r: °active techers but were seldem.;:,,.founcl in the

'public schoolsA description' from the manual
(Myers. 1970) lists -the following characteristics as
typical of _type -alWays seeing new possibili-
ties,*w7Ways of doing things_or quite- new and .

fascinating things that might be done; being cop-
cerned.with people and skillful in handling theth;
and eing possessed of .a good .d-eal bf impulsive
enert2,.:: 10 carrying out projects. "1,:he Canadian
studYllso. found that the types. Who tended to stay,
in were the Judging types particularly the
Sensing-judging types: the most fact oriented...
scheduled, organized types. A description from the '

manual (Myers,. 1970) lists the following as among
hoSe ehitractristies usually- possessed by these. per -'

nalitNi. types, who' dislike new 'ProblemS *uniess
, ,

there fi-e standarif-waysftosok,e them.; like 'an
-routine; enjoy already

leaffied_rather than learning new OneS--;Trnay not
notice new thingS'that nerd to bellonct,-:and tend,
to- be satisfiCd once they reach a judgment on -a.
thing. situation, or person. The Sensing-Judging
'types are a stabilizing influence on schools, but are
the Most difficult to Change:

?

kENI;P is one of the possible 16 types derivable from
the Myers-Briggs. ()thee types are derived eombina-

.-tiOn frontrl)e atiorr.,-/Oxti-ovei sion ;
( I)Ytrov&ion ; (S)ensing-i(41)tuition:-

(1')erceiving (pudging.

3

Data from .studies- conducted. at the Typology
Laboratory at the University of Florida,(McCaulley,

'.1971). are consistent with the Canadian findings:
"Sensing-Judging types. are in the majority in. the
publicschools, and intuitive types are in the majori-

the University's Laboratory school, in teachers
coming urnmer sessions in humanistic teacning, .

and in teachers friovingtoWard nonteaching.posi,
tions through graduate-stay-
''' The implications of these fin--dings-fort_raining
programs suggest three major alternative.
teacher training programs could be more selective,
choosing only those teachers'who are accepting of
change and willing to'be innovative in their school
systems and classrooms; (b) training 'programs
could be designed to change attitudes town rd
more gpen, flexible, and creative. approach to
teaching; or(c) training programs could be-more
concerned with what trainMg is. most produetiv
for what persons and for what, purposes and then
adapt methods and materials to rflei-t this con .
cern.

.-111ermilive 1

Although results of a four year study.o(gift-Cd pro-
grams in Illiriitis (1 louse, Kerins, & Steele, 1970)
found that in the better programs, teachers were

-seLected.on the basis of whkhet' they were change
minded, this approach does not seem to be feasible-....
at this time or fully justifiable. Additional
needS to be conditeted confirming this method of
selection if we are to accept it as viable. Teachers
who are able to apply new. ideas to the realities of
classrooms, lyno are scheduled and organized. who
arc patient with. routine details," and who are
highly pra('tical. rnay be a necessary complement to
opposite types. Furthermore, those in the field of
gifted and talented echriation do not always have
the luxury of .s.clecting only those, with the most
potential for success. Many times we must begin
With What we have and hope to develop a training

,program that willproduce thi hind of teacher,~
really want.

.
illIcrnatives 24nd 3
The.best-prObible alternative for teiu training'
could be a coiihination of the last two presented..
Even though' a person's hasie_personality type can
not be changed entirely, certain -attitudes and
orientations toward situations can be chiitiged-
.According toKooyurrjian (1969).

The way in which' a 1)erson pereeivei; or be-
comes-aware of the world about him and the
way he maker judgments or 'comes to conch'
sions about: what.. has been perceived are two
processes which govern a larcT,c Part of the



person's outer behavior. Perception deter-
mines what he sees in a situation and judg-
ment determines what he decides to do about
it. If a change occurs in the person's orienta-
tion to the world, the way a person perceives
the *World, makes judgments= about it, or the
extent to which he relies on his perception or
judgment, one might 'consider this to be a
change in attitude. (p. 53)

In a study concerned with attitude changes in
inservice training programs, Kooyumjian. (1969)
.found that significant changes .in attitude were
found in all of the nine workshop groups and that
in all but 'One, these were changes toward charac-
teristicsof openness to change, flexibility, creativi.
ty, adaptabi-lity,and autonomy. The one workshop .

showed changes in-r-the.Introversion-Extroversion
scale, which does not seem tbira-ve.implications for
&his research. A person who retains 'cei-Thirin..-.04rac-
teristics and yet develops an openness to change--
and flexibility will be a valuable asset in a school
system. If we are concerned about a balance, we
mast remember that at present, the majority of
teachers' are resistant to change..Often theenthusi-
asm and innovativeness of some teachers is over-
powered by the "stability?' of most of the teachers.

In order to accomplish .meaningful attitudz
changes and -to train teachers fOr the variety-
situations they will encounter, training programs

-must-be rnote concerned with the kind of program__
that is most effective for certain persons- =and what
the final purpose is to be. In the same study
Kooyumjian analyzed the differences between
achievers and nonachievers in content learning in
the nine workshop groups. She found that the
Sensing-Intuition scale of the MBTI differentiated
between the two grou.psand concluded that rather
than determining who learns in the workshop, the
personality variables predicted who would operate
successfully in a training experience which tended
to be open ended and unstructured (since all the

Content learning in the workshops was to be gained
through inclependent study). .Steele (1968) con-
cluded from studies of human relations labora-
tories that the same scale of the MBTI could he
used to provide a wider range' of training exper.-
iencessuited to different types of individuals. If we
as educators believe that children are different and

''''sreqUire different programs and techniques, then we
also must accept the idea that adult learners are
also unique.

Certain quesZions must he confronted and
answered before teacher- education programs will
be able to determine their success. or failure' and
eifZFC-tively_ train teachers who will prepare gifted
children fc» -Strecessful adult lives. There are three
bask questions and "certain sutiquestiotis t hat

should be helpful in designing effictive feachog
f

education programs:

I. What-, if any, personal chara2terist must be
possessed by those who are accepted into the train-,
ing program?

Are there certain characteristics. of a person
which canndtqbe,.chInged?-If so, do they hinder his
or her potential 'td' be a successful teacher of the
gifted and tagri!ed? And if so, what are these

, characteristics? 4,1
Is the need so great that we must accept all who

are interested in teaching the gifted and talented?
Should we make a compromise between the two

opposing points of view and set .prioritiesaccept -
ing first those who meet certain minimum criteria,
and if the program is 'not filled, accept enough
others to fill our, needs? Should we accept those
who show the most promise of being successful and
concentrate our energies on them?

2. What, if any, basic hnowledgeshills, and or
:attitu hould be .possessed by all teachers of the
gifted and to e. in order- to enable- them to be
successful?

What is the program designed to cluce in the
end?

Are there certain basics a teacher of the-gifted
and talented must be able to do or know in order
to_ be successful, or does the type of program or
subgroup of gifted and talented children to 'be
served determine the most needed characteristics?

Are there unique combinations -of- characteristics
that are more important than any of the charac-
=teristics in isolation?

3. if certain changes are necessary in the..teach-
er, given. a realistic appraisal of. the situation and
the nature of the learner, what is the most effective
way to actomplish these changes?

What is the situation? Do we have a year or two,
a few weeks, or a couple of months? What are our
resources, both human and fiscal? Do we have
available programs for obserVation and.practice?

. What are the teachers like? Are they experi-
enced? Pave they worked with gifted and 'talented
children before? How do they best learn?

In a local school district, should we develop an
inservice- program? Should we pressure a nearby
college or<university into offering a course or courses
on the education of the gifted and talented?

At the college or university level, should we .

quire all preservice elementary and secondary
teachers-to-be to take a _coUrse or sequence of
courses in gifted. arid ta3ented education? Should
we offer an undergraduate or a graduate major? In
which department? Should all education courses be
required to include sections dealing with provisions
for,gifted and talented children? What other crea-
tive alternatives or combinations can we design?



The remainder of this book examines past and
present practices, existing literature, and the find-
ings of research in order to assist those concerned
with edUcation of teachers of the gifted in answer-
ing these basic questions in relation'to their indivi-
dual situations. The first section deals mainly with
the first two questions in light of existing research

and professionzl li erature, while the last two sec-
tions deal mainly ith the third question in light of
.existing practices a d the evaluation of these prat
tices. Conclusions anel recommendations at the end
of each section are devoted to specific recommen-
dations, based on assumptions set forth at the out-
set of the book:

10'
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Teacher
Characteristics

I N THE examination of teacher. characteristics
that follows, the first two questions set forth

above provide the context for a presentation of what
literature has to say. AS we will see, there is by no
means un nimity-:Whilethe,-presentation offered
here is not intended to be exhaustive or to provide
answers to all the questions, it hopefully will provide
the reader with an occasion for examining his or her
own perspectives in :a somewhat different light, as
well as offering an opportunity to explore the ad-
vantages and disadvantages, of alternative teacher
training methods..

J.-..:

Perional Characteristics
As Gold (1974b) states,\ discussion related to teacher
training programs ofteh centers on "exiting': versus
"entering" characterisiics. "Entering" characteris-
tics are those which a teacher or prospective teacher
should possess /before beginning the training pro-
gram, while =" .xiting" characteristics include those
traits already posseSsed, combined with new knowl-
edges, skills, and attitudes that make up the sub-
stance of training program. The prograin may'
also be desgried to eliminate or modify um' ssirabl
entering" characteristics.

If one,;ihas a choice in de%)elOping training pro-
grams, a 'logical procedure would be to select those
who sliO the most promise of becoming successful
teachers the gifted and talented.: A central
conside ation, too, is the possibility that certain
characteristic% must be present, i.e., minimum
requirements must be met by the trainee.

Educators have, been enumerating desirable
characteristic's of teachers of the gifted and
talented. for many years. These listings, which are
prOne .to include all the virtues' -ofnankind,
generally include the following::

'Highly intelligent.
Flexible and creative. =

' Self confident.
Wide variety of interests.
A sense of humor.
Fairness, firmness, patience;

I1

<,

Sympathy with, the problems of gifted and
talented children.
Clear sell utiderstanding and understanding of
the teacher's role.
Willingness to devote extra time and effOrt to
teaching.
Enthusiasm about teaching and'the subject mat-
ter.
Willingness to be a facilitator rather than a
"director of learning."
Love of learning , and desire to continue
learning.
Enjoyment in working with gifted and talented
children.

(Abraham, 1958 ; Bishop, 1968; Brandwein,.1955;
Delp & Stanley; n.d.; Erhardt, 1964; Gallagher,
1959, 1975.; Gold, 1974b; Havighurst; 1958;
Hildreth, 1966; 'Iowa State Department of .Public
Instruction, .1969; Magary & Freehill, 1972; Mai-
land, 1971; Martinson, Delp, & Wiener, 1966;
North Central Association of Colleges andecond-
ary Schools, 1974; Rice, 197Q; Suchman" & Carle-
son, 1968; Wiener, 1960).

.Even though all these traits are seen as desirable
in teachers of the gifted and talented, they are gen-
erally characteristics of all good teachers. Assuming'
that these are necessary characteristics, where does
one find such a person? We are thrown back on
the problem of identifying some traits that are ab-
solute necessities in teachers of the gifted and tal-
ented, or on simply selecting the best teachers to
teach them. Another possibility, however, is that
there is a unique combination of traits that enables
a person to be a successful teacher of this grOup of
children.

Many researchers and leaders in the field seem to
agree that there is at least one necessTry charac-
teristica high degree of intelligenceand recom-
mend most strongly that teachers selected should
possess significantly above the average intelligence.
Reasons cited for this point of view center on the
argument that a teacher 'must be knowledgeable
about the subject matter being taught", and that he
or she must be able to keep up intellectually with
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students (Bishop, 1968; Brandwein, 1955;
Delp & Stanley, n.d.; Gallagher, 1959; Gold,
19744); Magary & Freehill, 1972; Martinson et al:,

-C.. 1966 Rice 1970; Wiener, 1960). Others, however,
'ag4ree with this point of view and have presented
arguments to the contrary. Most of the dissenters
seem to agree with Sandberg (1963), who believes
that in teachers, an unusual ability to teach is much
more impOrtant than an unusual ability to learn in
academic situations.

In at least two significant studies, any mention of
intelligence is notably lacking (Erhardt, 1964;
Suchman, 1968), Indeed, the argument can be ad-
vanced that there is a 'point at which intelligence
becomes a negative factor. A teacher must be able
to communicate with students at their level of un-
derstanding, and many outright geniuses (Einstein
serves as a convenienc'example) have had great dif-
ficulty in communicating with those of inferior in-
telligence or intellectual development. It' is also
entirely possible that the only teachers who are
Willing to work with gifted and talented children
are those who are themselves highly intelligent. At
this point, self selection becomes an important fac-
tor.

The second most strongly ( recommended charac-
teristics are closely related: emotional maturity
and a strong self concept ()Brandwein, 1955; Delp
& Stanley, .n.d.; Gallagher, 1975; Gold, 1974b;
Hildreth,. 1966; Magary & Freehill, 1972; Mar -

tinson et al., 1966; Wiener, 1960). Often. the
second characteristic is closely related to the first;
a person who is intelligent and successful in
academic and other endeavors often has a. positive
self concept.

There :seems to be no significant opposition to
these latter, characteristic's, even though they are
not mentioned as often as intelligence. MoSt writers
seem to agree that a teacher of the gifted and-tal-
ented. must have sufficient ego strength to deal ef-
fectively with students who may correct pronuncia-
tions, may know more about a particular subject
than the teacher, may ridicule the teacher, and
may be able to learn fasterlhan the teacher. A less
secure person may become defensive; autocratic,
and (intentionally or unintentionally) hostile to-
ward students who are perceived as posing a threat
to his or her stature as "leader'' in the classroom.

Recent research on the relationship between
teacher creativity and teacher effectiveness adds a
different dimension to the' problem of teacher
characteristics (Yamamoto, . 1965). Although .the
subject has not been explored in depth, there is
reason to believe that a positive correlation exists
between creative thinking abilities and teacher
effectiveness. This belief results from certain stud-

ies dealing with types of thinking in teachers, as well
as from studies which treat teacher-pupil interac-
tion patterns (Knoell, .1953; Torrance, 1960;
Yamamoto, . 1963). A problem that causes diffi-
culty in research in this area is the apparent in-
ability to separate comparisons of creative teachers
from discussions of teachers who use techniques to
engender creativity in their. students. In other
words,, a teacher may be creative and still teach in
ways that discourage rather than encourage crea-
tivity in students: The research done. for this book
did not uncover research designed to assess the
effect of creative teachers on,the development of
gifted and talented .students,' although numerous
studies have been conducted dealing with the ef-
fects of using various teaching techniques designed
to enhance creativity.

A related area of research which has been devel-
oping more recently has examined the effect of
teacher personality types on children in their
classes. While it may seem axiomatic, it is good to
remember that persons with different personality
types or traits are interested in different fieldS, are
good at different things, and often' find it hard to
communicate. People with, oppOsing preferences
tend to oppose each other. in many ways and pos-
sess unique strengths and weaknesses (Myers,
19'10). McCaulley (1971) reports that differences
in intelligence, creativity, and academic achieve-
ment have been found among different personality
types. Quoting some of the more relevant results,
again relateetto the Meyers-Briggs Inventory:

Intuitive types, who have a greater facility for
dealing. with abstractions and symbols, score
higher than Sensing types. on intelligence tests,
college boards, and similar examinations. It
appears that the, Sensing types, whose intelli-
gence is more in the deed itself than in the words
about the deed, are undervalued at all levels by
our commonly-used assessment instruments.

..The Intuitive types, with their perceptiOn of pos-
sibilities and their natural interest in the imagi-
native, the abstract, and the theoretical, are in
the majority in'samples of "gifted" or "creative"
persons. [From the Manual: intuitive types were
79% of gifted 7-9th griade males; 88% of fe-
males; 83% of National Merit Finalists:' 97% of
MacKinnon's ereativemen and 96% of his crea-
tive women.]

Percepti 0 types, with their greater curiosity and
openness, appear to pick up more information
and in many studies score a little higher.in intel-
ligence that the comparable Judging types. .;!"

Judging types, with their,: more pi.anfill ,

organized .attitude toward life', in most studies
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show higher academic 'achievement than the
comparable Perceptive types . . . . Perceptive
types are more likely to be' underachievers,"
and Judging types to be "overachievers." (p.3)

Certain personality types also consistently choose.
certain professions:

Feeling types, who preferto judge on the basis of
. personal values, are found most frequently in

the "helping professions," teaching,
medical practice in those fields which have the
Most active patient care, social sciences, reli-
gion, and the liberal arts.
Every school, every department within a school,
and every curriculum in a department can, be
expected to have its own characteristic type .diS-
tribution, with some types over- represented and
other types under-represented.4p..2 f
As in student populations, there are more Sens-

. ing types among teachers in'the lower grades, a
somewhat higher proportion of Intuitive types
teaching in high schools, and a majority of intui-
tine types (about 75%) among college teachers.
(13-42-C:

.imporliant implication of these findings for
teacher training is that gifted (especially creatively.
gifted) students arc "not only in the minority with
their peers, but also are most frequently taught by.
Sensing teachers whose stepby-step approach bores
them" (p. 5). In .a recent pilot study, Serising
teachers reported disliking the ,qualities of the
Intuitive mind. .According,to.McCaulley, "it isun-,
likely ... that teachers who not only dp not under-
stand, but dog not like the working of the Intuitive
.mind will be best able to help it develop its full
potential- (p. 5),.

KnoWledge, Skills, and Attitudes

Although we MAT wish for '11 neat, clean division of
characteristics into "entering" and "exiting," and
may wish to. select a target population with the
greatest potential to become successful -teachers,
many of the ,previously listed traits can be acquired
through the training process itself. As one learns
more about the characteristics, concerns, and
teaching methods, related to gifted and 'talented
children, one often deVelops a.sinceredesire to help
them' (Martinson e.k. al., 1.961,.; Rothney& Sanborn,
1968; Wiener, 1960). As one becomes knowledge-

;able about content and.methods for teaching gifted
and .talented children, one often becomes more
secure and develops a strong concept of him/herself
as a teacher: Good. training programs can also
change attitudes- that may be considered as part Of
a:n individual's personality structure. Teacher self

selection again enters at this point: It is possible that
those who recognize the problems of the gifted and
talented children in our midst, and who want to
teach them, are intellectually superior.

According to recent research (Bishop, 1968; Delp
& Stanley, n.cl. ; Erhardt, 1964; Gallagher, 1959;
Gallagher & Aschner, 1967; Havighurst, 1958;
Iowa State Department of Public Instruction, 1969;
Magary & Freehill, 1972; Martinson et al., 1966;
Rice, 1970; SUchman, 1968) the desirable "exiting"
knowledges, skills, and attitudes most often listed
are:

Extensive knowledge of the subject being taught'
and of related fields.
Understanding of human development.
Skill in developing a flexible, individualized
riculum.,
Demonstrated innovative apprionhes to te'ftli.
ing.
Utililation of teaching strategies that eligaA-e
children in the higher orders of intelledual

Student c'eriterednesq:
Demonstrated teaching ability
classroom.
Ability to admit mistakes.
Willingness to be a guide rather than a dictator,'
allowing students to develop independence.

That these are desirable characteristics in all
teachers is essentially agreed. But these writers go
further, maintaining that even though these knowl-
edges, skills, and attitudes are desirable in all
teachers, they are absolutely necessary in teachers of
the gifted and Talented. .

Some of the more significant work in recent years
in the area of knowledges, . skills, and attitudes
necessary for successful teaching has used a dif-
ferent approach; namely the analysis of teacher-
pupil interaction patterns. This method involves the
assessment of immediate behavior rather than long
range changes in achievement or performances on.a
test. The most significant of this research in regard
to education of the gifted and talented was con-
'ducted by Gallagher, Aschner, and Janne (1964)-.
In this study the authors found that the types, of
questions asked by teachers determined the kinds of
thought' processes elicited frorn the students. All
teachers had been rated as superior instructors, and °

all teachers at some time or other asked,, questions in
each of the four categories.' measured. Cognitive
memory questions made up 50% or more of the
questions; convergent thinking was the second most
frequent category utilized; a much smaller propor-
tion of divergent and evaluative thinking was elic-
ited by teacher questions.

in the regular
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Two implications of this study are significant for
our discussion here. First, gifted students are
already competent in the use Of cognitive memory
processes and are often bored with endless questions
testing this ability. Second, gifted students (perhaps
even more than average-students) need to develop
skills of divergent and evaluative thinking if they are
to make the best use of-their capabi ities in a world
where the mere possession of infor ation is losing
importance while the skill of processing and analyz-*
ing that infarxm. tion is gaining increasing signifi-
cance. Although all the teachers connected with this
study were rated superior; the overabundance of

., cognitive memory questions in their interaction with
pupils points to the need for further analysis and
change of teacher questioning behavior in relation
to gifted and talented students. It is perhaps worth
more than passing interest that the most revered of
teaching techniques, the Socratic method, focuses
not at all on information recall but on these higher

`'-cognitive processes.
In preservice as well as inservice situations,

teachers can he taught to ask questions 'on different
levels. They can also be viught.to analyze. their own
classroom performance in terms of the kind of
thinking exhibited by students. They easily can
compare ideal and real conditions in self assessment
situations Numerous teacher training programs al-

., ready have utilized this approach with success.

A Needfor Training
,

In some cases teachers are hostile toward the gifted
and feel that-no-special provisions need to be made
for them, since these children will "make it on their
own" (North Central Association of Colleges and
Secondary Schools; 1964; Rothney & Sanborn,
1968; Sr. Josephina, 1961; Wiener, 1960). 'Studies
show that, experience with programs, as Well as
teacher, preparation produce more positive attitudes
toward special programs for the gifted.

"Successful Teachers of the Gifted?"
Leaders in the field of gifted and talented education
generally agree that differing kinds or types of gift-
edness exist, and that yotiogsters in each subgroup
possess more common characteristics than the entire
population of the gifted and talented." Numerous
subgroups are listed in .flie literature. Some writers
only consider two groups high achievers and low
achieverstbers consider youngsters to ..be gifted
and/or talented in the areas of communitation,
planning, ,academics, creativity; and decision mak-
ing. Still others include those whoare gifted and tal-
ented in certain are:as of human endeavor art,
music, drama, dance, and athletics. The most
widely accepted listing of types of talent appears in

the definition of the gifted and talented offered in
the report of. US Commissioner of Education Sidney
Marland in the US Office of Education Report to
the Congress of the. United States (1971):

Gifted and Talented children are those identi-
fied by professionally qualified perso' ns who,
by virtue of outstanding abilities, are capable
of high perforMance. These are children who
require differentiated educational programs
and/or services beyond those normally pro-
vided by the regular school program in order
to realize their contribution to self and soci-
etY.

Children capable of high ,performance in-
clude those with- demonstrated achi6ement
and/or potential ability in any of the follow-
ing areas, singly or in combination:

1. general intellectual ability
2. specific academic aptittide
3. creativ.e or productive. thinking
4. leadership ability.
5. visual and performing arts
6, psychomotor ability. (p.2)

,..
probably the most rcsein'clied subgroups in

.terms of comparison of gifted and talented have
been general. intcllectUal ability and creative and
divergent thinking. A' comparative summary of
some of the differing characteristics would. in-
dude:

High Creativity

1., Experience's psy-
chological isolation
and estrangement
from peers.

Has many uncon-
ventional career
choices.

3. is more concerned
about own Values
than the values of'
the group or
society.

4. Desires personality
characteristics
opposite to those
he perceives as
favored by
teachers.

High Intellectual
Ability (IQ)

1. Is.generally accepted.
by peers, often.as a
leader.

2. Usually has conven-
tional career
choices.

3. Is concerned about
the values of
society.

4. Generally desires per-
sonality charac-
teri-sticsfavored .

by teachers.

flb
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These characteristics (Gowan, Demos,- & Tort-
ranee, 1967; Torrance, 1972b) have implication's
for the teacher, as in the case of the highly creative
student who has little or even negative desire to



emulate the teacher and win't.eacher approval.
In who subgroups of gifted and talented chil-

dren, significant differences are also apparent. For
exaniple culturally different youngsters do not

, hold the same values as do their teachers, especially
if they are not of the same culture or social class as
the students. High achievers and low achievers
behave much differently in the classroom and have
great divergencies in motivation.

What does all this mean? It means that.we must
stop considering one group of "The Gifted" for
purposes of identification, teacher training, and
programing. ,We must stop paying mere lip service
to the idea of multiple talents. We must consider

- the unique qualities of students. If students must
be grouped in some way for programing purposes,
let's break the group of "gifted" students into more
meaningful, 'manageable, and describable, _sub-
groups.

Few researchers have_considered teacher qualifi-
'cations' for subgroups of gifted students. In fact,
all of the studies cited which utilized the method of
asking gifted students to identify successful teachers
had questioned only one subgroup of gifted stu-
dentsthe academically talented high producer.
Gallagher (1975) was among the first writers to con-

_ skier subgroups. He separates the gifted into high
producing and low-producing, and lists combina-
tions" of chara.cteristics that are important for
teachers of each group. He feels, that teachers of
high achievers need extensive knowledge of content
in at least three of the major areas of science,
mathematics, social studies, and language art's;
knowledge about gifted children; knowledge abciut
methods of stimulating productive thinking; and
supervised practice in working with the gifted. He
believes that teachers of low producing gifted chil-
dren need an understanding of advanced curricu-
lum and pedagogy, an intensive knowledge of chil-
dren with special motivational problems, an under-
standing of the social background of the culturally
deprived, the ability to encourage a desire to learn
in children, and the ability to work with groups of
culturally depriVed or motivationally handicapped
children.

Another significant writer to consider subgroups
of gifted children has been E. Paul Torrance, who
has directed some of the most significant research
in the area:of the creatively gifted. He and others
have found. that certain teaching methods do de-
velop and enhance creativity in students: Highly
creative students who -had not been successful in
school made meaningful .positive changes in behav-
ior as well as in achievement. In one survey, Tor-
rance (Gowan et al., 1967) found that the most fre-
quently mentioned changes were :
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A student progresses from nonreader to an °aver-
age or superior 'reader (usually accompanied by
improved behavior and achievement in general).
A student- moves from vandalism, destructive-,
ness, and lack of school achievement to
constructive behavior and improved school
achievement.
A student changes from emotionally disturbed
and unproductive behavior to productive
behavior and even outstanding school achieve-
inent.

The list is much longer, but the point is that in this
and 'many other gifted begin to
realize creative potential (as measured by signifi-
cant changes On posttests measuring creativity) and
also change in other positive ways when teachers
use certain methods and possesS certain attitudes
toward children.

Several writers and researchers have considered
the subject of methods for teaching thercreatively
gifted" child. Skills and attitudes that have- -be-en
found to produce the positive changes listed above
include, the following list as well as other similar
and related techniques:

Encouraging and permitting ;elf initiated learn:.
ing.
Supporting the students against peer pressure to
conform.
Providing a:warm, safe, and permissive atmos

Respecting and encouraging in ;other children
respect for imaginative ideas.
(.'illowing pupils that their ideas have value.
Having pupils do some things without the threat
of evalualion.

In addition to making teachers. aware during
their training of the effects of their teacthing meth-
ods on creative children and developing in '.teachers
more acceptable ways of dealing with thesechl-
dren, we must again consider those ',!entering"
characteristics (or-attitudes and values) the teach-
ers already possess. Some, teachers just do not seem
to be able to apply the techniques listed above.
Tcirrance believes that

There are a number of personality traits
which daily prevent teachers from being re-
ceptive to theories about encouraging young
people to be imaginative or to trust them-
selves, and these traits are closely associated
with the values which many teachers h4ve.
(Gowan et al., 19'67; p. 161)

At least 10 characteristics were found to be pre-
sent among teachers who could not apply one or
more bf the principles advocated by .Torrance for
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encouraging creativity (p. 162): authoritarian,
defensive, dominated by time, insensitivity to pupil
emotional and intellectual need, lacking in energy,
preOccupied with information giving functions,
intellectually inert, disinterested, in promoting

and .self reliance among their .pupils, pre-
occupied with disciplinary matters, and unwilling-
ness to give of self.

The values which this group held in high regard
seem even more significant in understanding their
behavior, as well as in understanding the behavior
of others in similar situations (pp. 162-63): time
(but not timeliness), orderliness (but not necessarily
logical thinking): respect for authority` (but not
respect for the potentialities of the, individual),
student responsibility to class. and teac-her (but not
the reverse), preservation of self image (but not the
enhancement of the pupils' self image), and import-
ance of information. ut not of information getting
skills).

Teacher training programs may need to be
designed either to eliminate certain prior behavior
and attitideS'or be concerned with selecting only
thoSe -candidates who do not posses the tint sira-
ble values and, resulting behaviors. In e latter
case we would be returning to the ositior>.e
Selecting:only those teacher trainees ,ith the-great-
est potential to suc,ceed`as teacher of.t,helifted.

Different Teachers for Di
Program Types?
Few, if any, teache training programs prepare a

ent

teacher todeal iequately with a variety of.pro-
gram-m<dels and few, if any, program. adminis-

,,,-tfaiors co ider the .special abilities of teachers,
when ciding iprogram types to be mple-,
me ed. Hildreth (1966) addresses this subject:

Somewhat different skills-are required, in class
management when the gifted are taught as:a
cluster group or as individuals in theregular
classroom, rather than in a:..separate class
composed of highly gifted children. The
teacher who knows how to make the best use
of specialists in such fields as mathematics,
foreign languages, -,the arts and crafts, and
other areas is prepared to give talented stu-
dents a richer learning.experienceip. 531)
Some teachers of -the gifted and talented. who

responded Loa survey.OT teacher reactions to certi-
fication procedures in Georgia listed as needed
additions to the teacher training program they had
undergone: .training. in public relations, inservice
training skills, speaking skills, and other areas re-
lated to the communication process between the
public and the school (Bruch & Walker, 1973).
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A teacher who only sees children, once or twi
week in an itinerant situation will need quit
ferent skills from those teachers who spend
days, weeks, and terms with classes of gi
dents. The itinerant teacher will need to
motivate students to the point that the
to continue to work on projects
even though his or her visits are
Brant teachers, like continuin
cial experience and skills
to work closely with
situations the major p
tarn up in regular
the regular classr
or her own
ences, if he
the inter
collea
effe
b

ea
dif-

entire
ed stu-

e able to
will be able

nthusiastically
nfrequent. Itin-

eachers, need spe-
w ich will enable them

o ter teachers. In these
of_student time will be

lassroorp,''irisrruct,ion. But if
m teacheldoes not modify hi.'

lock' or permit carryover e a vi-
es not integrate the contin ng with

ttent in cooperation Witt is itinerant
c, special programs wil lot be nearly .as

ve., Regrettably, while esearch attention has
n* given to assessin iffering teacher charac-

teristics among r lar and itinerant classroom
teachers in o r areas of exceptionality, the same
has not ten done in relation to program's for the
gifte wand talented. Experience would seem to bear

ut the hypothesis, however, that preservice and in-
service attention to these communication skills
would serve the cause of the experiential
integration of gifted and talented students well'.

Summary and Recommendations
There is general agreement in the literature on cer-
tain "entering" and "exiting" characteristics desira-
ble for teachers of the gifted. These characteristics
are often deemed essential. But while these listings
of characteristics can serve as guides for the devtl-

,

opment of teacher training progams, both preser-
vice. and inservice, certain.= caution must be_exer-
cised. Generally, these lists have been devised by
one of four methods:

1. By gifted Sand talented students, .who
either identify traits they felt were necessary in
successful teachers or who would identify teach
ers they felt were successful. In the latter case,
these teachers would then be interviewed and
tested for purposes of identifying common char-
acteristics.

2: By other educators, usually teachers or a min,
iitrators, who either identified characteristics of
a successful teacher or identified successful

.teachers who could- be interviewed (as in number
/ above.).

3. By the amount and kind of changes effected by a
teacher in students, i.e., a teacher who
produced certain changes deemed desirable in
students was interviewed to determine his or her
characteristics
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4. By the author of the study; speaking from per-
sonal experience, who would list certain charac-
teristics deemed important to the teaching of
gifted and talented students.

The first two methods' used only students and
teachers involved in programs for the intellectUally
and academically gifted.

Criteria for Accepting Candidates

It is recommended that colleges establish 'minimum
criteria for candidates accepted into a training
program for educator;S of the gifted. There are cer-
tain characteristics that increase a teacher's poten-
tial for 'success in teaching gifted children, espe-
cially as these characteristics relate to particular
subgroups of the gifted. One of the most significant
reasons for the lack of quality in education is the
absence of minimum standards for teachers. At
one time,' the demand for teachers was so great
that almost anyone who wanted to teach could
coMplete the training and,get a job. Now there is
enough of a surplus to allow more quality control.
Two criteria which are necessary "entering"' char-
acteristics for teachers of all 'subgroups of the
gifted are an ability to relate effectively to the par-
ticular group of youngsters one is planning to teach
and an openness to change.i

The most perfect person-in other respects would
fail miserably as a teacher if he or she could not
communicate with the students. Although the
chara-cteristics of "relating" to one's students may
not be 'Measurable by objective tests', and we. are
not sure how much is learned from experience,
teacher behavior certainly is observable. A candi-
date can be placed in a real or simulated situation
and watched!

The second characteristic, openness to change, is
necessary .since most programs 'for the gifted in-
vobie the use of teaching techniques different from
those utilized with other students. A teacher must.
be able .to develop these new competencies and to
continue his or her development as the needs of
students continue.to change. Even though attitudes
toward change can be modified by. the training
program, complete change in attitude is seldom
accomplished.

It is recommended that colleges establish mini-
mum criteria for. candidates 'graduating" from a
training program for teachers of the gifted. There
are certain knowledges, skills, and attitudes that
increase a teacher's potential for success in teach-
ing gifted students, especially as they relate to par-
ticular. subgroups: (a) knowledge of-the liasic char:
acteristics and needs of children possessing a parti-
cular talent; (b). skill in and willingness to be a
guide rather than a. dictator; '(c) skill in and wil-

lingness to utilize techniques of i vidualizing in-
_

struction, including methods and in truments for
identification and diagnosis, methellS and mater-
ials for programing and planning activities, and
methods and instruments for evaluation based on
the mental, physical, emotional, and social needs
of the students; and (d);the ability and willingness
to assume a variety-of roles while teaching.

Additional. Criteria Depending on Gifted Subgroup
It is recommended that additional minimum
"entering" and "exiting" criteria _should be related
to the subgroup of gifted children the candidate is
most likely to teach. Although 'the literature
strongly supports the need for such characteristics
as a high degree of intelligence, self confidence,
and emotional stability, these conclusions were

s, reached by studying situations involving- only two
very similar subgroups of gifted students (those
with general intellectual ability and specific aca-
demic aptitude) who were also' high producers. It
seems that k is more important fOr teachers of
creative children to exhibit attitudes and skills such
as teacher support against peer pressure, to con-
form, provision of a warm, safe and permissive at-
mosphere, and values such as respect for the poten-
tialities of the individual, the 'teacher's responsi-
bility to the child, and the enhancement of pupils'
self images. For teachers concerned with low pro-
ducers, skills such as ability to encourage a desire
to learn in children, and an understanding of the
social background of the culturally different are
.more important than knowledge of content and
methods for stimulating productive thinking.

It must be understtiod that the above charac-
teristics would be important -in 'all good teachers;
but where does one find a super teacher who can be
all things to all, people? The reality of the situation
is that we must accept teachers who can be really
good at teaching a certain group, and realize' that
it is impossible to find "perfect" teachers .for all
gifted programs. Certain characteristics are more
important for one group than another even though
all are desirable traits.

A significant literature is available, dealing with
teachers for intellectually, academically, and crea-
tively gifted students, but in the areas 9f leader-
ship, talent in the visual and performing arts, ,and--
psychomotor abilities, literature about teaching the
gifted is relatively nonexistent. It is entirely
possible that, many characteristics listed as impor
tant to teachers of intellectually and academically
gifted children will be necessary in teachers of stu-
dents gifted in the other three areas. Many chil-
dren with other talents are also intellectually
gifted. On the other hand, it is also possible that
characteristics listed for teachers of creative chit=
dren will be more important, especially in the area

l7
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of visual and performing arts. In
pletly different trails may emerge
desirable for teach'67,s,of students
plored areas.

"Entering" briteria for Teachers of
Intellectually. lifted

addition, com-
as more highly
in these unex-

It is recommended that in.addition to" the general
aracteristics listed, "entering" criteria most

appropriate for tecicit'ers of students gifted in gen-
; -eral -"Vn t elle ctAa, d.:abiliqes an,,specific academic

aptitude ar.O: a high degree of zn.telligence and 'self
confidence /emotional stability.

Intelligence. It must be understpod that the first
requirement does not imply that a teacher of the
intellectually or academically gifted must be intel;
lectually gifted, but should be intelligent enough to.
"keep up" with the needs of the students.

Self confidence/emotional stability. A positive self
concept is difficult to develop in a person as
mature as a prospective teacher., so unless the-6 is a
strong possibility. that the_training program can
develop positive self concepts, this trait should be a
prerequisite. A teacher who is not secure in his or
her own ability will become hostile toward students
who threaten'his stature.

"Exiting" Criteria /Intellectually Gifted.

It is recommended that in addition td the general
characteristiCs listed, the following must be among
the'-"exiting" criteria for teachers of students gifted
in general intellectual abilities and -specific. aca-
-demic aptitude: skilrizz and willingness to utilize
questioning techniques and teaching methods that
develop hzgher thought processes in gifted
students; extensive' kn6leage of basic concepts in
the subject heir'. g taught as well as related fields;
and knowledge of media and materials particularly
useful in his area of teaching.

"Ert t e ring "'Criteria/ Crdatively'Wted

It is recommended that in additipir to4 the' general
characteristics listed, "entering ": criteria most ap-
propriate for teachers of the creatfyelkgifted are a
high regard for imaginative ideas,...respect for the ,
potentialities of the individual; Ortgh regard for
the teacher's responsibility to' thr.thild and the
group's responsibility to the-,,childi'and a belief in
the importance of enhancing pupils' self images. -

High 'regard for inzaginativeVdeas.'A Reacher who
does not place high value on divergent ideas will
tend to squelch the creative. abilities of'students,
and will encourage them to respond to. tasks with
"acceptable" or "right" answers.,- Qn the other
hand, a teacher who values divergenvnd imagina-
tive ideas will encourage students to' respond to
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tasks with unique answers, thus reinforcing their
talent.
Respect for the potentialities of the individual. A
teacher who respects the potential of the individual
will be supportive of the unique aspects of each
person and support him, where appropriate,
against peer and societal pressure to conform. Such
a teacher will assist the child in Critically evalu-
ating his own work rather than always accepting an
outsider's opinion:

High regard for the teacher and the group's res-
ponsibility to the child. If the teacher believes in
the importance of teacher and group responsibility
to the child, he will be concerned about developing
the child's talehts, ,Whatever they may be, even if
these-talents are not valuable to the group's {line-.
tioning or to the teacher's image_ For example,
when a child's divergent ideas become disruptive to
a group's effective functioning, a teacher who be-
lieves in the group's responsibility to the cliiid.will
allow the student to express himself or find other

: outlets for his 'talents rather than "putting him
down" for his lack of attention to the task of the
group.

Belief in the importance of enhancing a pupil's self
image. ,A positive self, concept and belief in one's
own talents are necessary for withstanding the on-
slaught of criticism that occurs When new ideas are
introduce& A teacher who. believes in honestly
enhancing pupils' self images will give positive rein-
forcemerrt to divergent ideas and will encourage-
the same,attitude in other-'stu'dents, thus increasing
a stbdent's tendency to produ-ce. creative, ideas.
Such a teacher will also. lie able to give constructive
criticism when necessary and appropriate (during
evaluation rather than production of ideas).

We emphasize" again' that while all these, are
characteristics that are important iroteachers"of all

,difted children, they are ,absolUtely essential traits
for teaching' the creatively gifted.

"Exiting" Criteria/CreativelyGifted
It is recommended. that in iz-dditiort to the general,
criteria listed, "exiting" criteria most appropriate
for'teachers ophe:oreatively gifted are: skill in and
willingness to, pro,videar warms ,safe: and permissive
atmospheri for:learnin g; skill willingness to
utilize teaching techniqizes tflat'furthdr,develop
aspects of efeativity (flueitcy,..flexibilitys. elabora-
tion, and 'originality) through, all subject areas;
and skill in and willingness to teach a creative
problem solving, process, involving such aspects as
defining a problem, brainstorming possible solu-
tions, eValuating the solutions in terms of factors
surrounding the whole Situation, and "selling" the
'solution.
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Attracting Intuitive Personalities'

It is recommended that colleges attract more intui-
tive personality type teachers into the field of gifted
education. Since most gifted and creative people
are intuitive personality types, and most teachers
are the opposi:. (Sensing types), we need more
teachers who understand and can develop intuitive
minds. More research needs to be done in this area
before suggesting that an intuitive personality is a
definite requirement- for teachers of the gifted.
Studies so far have indicated that even though
teachers best understand students with personality
types similar to their own, many, teachers can learn
to deal more effectively with all students if they
understand personality types and their effects on
learning styles.

ASsessing Competency

It is recommended thai in orderlei assess a teacher
or prospective teacher's competency in the areas
listed above, the teacher trainer or employer must
use a variety of techniques in addition to tradi-
tional methods of interviewing and reviewing tran-
scripts and recommendations. Some more specific
suggestions are the following:

Put the` candidate in a real situation with stti.
dents to be taught, and observe.' Solicit evahia-
tiOns of the teacher's performance from stu-
dents, other teachers, administrators', parents,
and other appropriate persons. The period of
time spent in the clasiroom should give sufficient
time to allow the candidate to establish rapport
and overcome nervousness before observation
and rating. .Have specific behaviors to watch for.

Utilize various personality and attitudinal inven-
tories to assess personal characteristics.
Have other teachers, students, and school
personnel devise checklists or other locally de-

e veloped measures to determine characteristics
important in this unique situation...
Utilize value clarification techniques to
determine those principles held in high regard
by the teacher? These techniques are particu-
larly necessary in determining the characteristics
listed as "entering" ;Criteria for the creatively
gifted. For example, a rank order activity would
require a teacher to rank in order of preference
three characteristic's he or she feels are most
important to develop in, gifted students: respon-
sibility, a desire to learn, or a positive self con-
cept. The candidate then must explain why he
chose a particular order. Other rank orders
could involve characteristics important in adults
or teachers, teaching techniques to ..be used,,
morals to be taught, values to be taught, and
other issues deemed important in teaching
success.
Have gifted students interview the candidate.
Have parents interview the candidate.
Have other teachers interview the candidate.
It must .be.,,emphasized that variety of teCh

niques for evaluating the prospective teacher
should be utilized in order to obtain a more .
accurate picture of -the total pqrson. Probably the
most effective single procedure of all the methods
listed above is the first. In addition to giving the

" employer 'a more accurate idea of the ability of the
reacher, it gives the prospective teacher an indica-
tion of whether or not he or she will be satisfied
teaching, in this particular,situation.
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I
Preservice Training

N ITS STRICTEST sense, preservice training
means the training of undergraduates, those

who will be the,teachers of the future. For the pur-
poses of this book, however-, preervice training
means teacher training specifically designed to
train teachers who have not been, nor are presently,
engaged in teaching programs for gifted and
talented youngsters. The reason for this interpreta-
tion is that most university based programs for
teachers of the gifted and talented may incl cle
both graduate and undergraduate students. T ey
also may include both experienced, and in Aper
enced teachers of the gifted and talented, even
though their, main purpose is to train those who t

have not yet had specialized preparation.

Programs
An attempt was made to locate various models
utilized in the presen ice training of teachers of the
gifted and talented.' Various prograrns were ex-
amined, arcs although there were variations in
methods used, in most cases the training-consisted
of a sequence of courses leading to a Bachelor's,
Master's, or Doctoral degree in the education of
the gifted and .talented. In light of this fact, the
following section presents an analysis of these pro-
grams and a comparison of the .major methodolo-
gical differences in them, as well as a review of past
and current practices. Readers should consult
Appendix A For a listing of colleges and universities
offering degi ee programs in gifted and talented
edittation.

. . .Oppottundies and Trends
surveys arc conducted to determine

which institutions of higher education offer courses
and degree programs in gifted and talented educa-
tion (The Association for the Gifted, 1974;
French, in Hildreth; 1966; Laird & Kowalski,
1972; and Shaffer & Troutt, 1970). Insiitutions,
courses, and instructors are changing constantly,
but certain constants seem to remain. One of the
most important has been a steady increase in
opportunities available, both in the number of
courses offered and 'in the number of inst;tutions
offering training. For exapple, French reports that
only four institutions offered four or more courses,:

while the 1974 survey, which is only 27 partial list-
ing, shows .11 universities that ha:) degree pro-
grams at the Bachelor's, -Master's, and Doctoral
levels specifically in gifted education. A much

larger number have one or more courses dealing
specifically with the gifted.

Other trends that seem to have continued are the
following:
1. States with established programs and -support

from the state. level have more institutions with
course and degree-offerings.

2 The majority of the courses admit undergradu-
ates, but the degree p/ograms in most cases are
Master's, with fewer institutions offering Bache-
lor's Or Doctorates.

3 Even though titles dr courses and the sequence
in which they are taken varies,- the overall con-
tent is similar in institutions offering degree
programs.

Although the number of institutions offering
training has increased over the past decade, the
percentage of total institutions is still embarrass-
ingly small. Laird and Kowalski (1972) surveyed
1,564 colleges and universities with .an enrollment
of 500 or more and found that only 13% currently
offered courses dealing specifically with the educa-
tion of the gifted child.' Another 12% .indicated
that they were preparing teachers to become aware
of and assist gifted youth to perform at or near
potential. The picture presented in this article is
not entirely a bleak one, however, as 32% of the
institutions not currently offering courses were
interested in doing so, and 40% of those now offer-
ing cbursesdwere interested in expanding their pro-
grams. Available data seem to indicate that there
is a genuine need for expansion. In a survey of stu-
dents taking an elective course on r!ie education of
the gifted, Lazarc(1973) found that 58% indicated
a "sincere need to study the gifted as their primary
reason for taking the elective course ..." (p. 278).
In the writer's own experience, at least 60% of the
students in an elective course on the gifted had
chosen that particular course because of a sincere
need. Mohan (1973) who used a six step procedure
of (a) a search of literature, (b) a survey of local
faculty thinking, (c) responses from researchers
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and teachers in the field, (d) a survey of student
teachers, (c) a survey oiclassroom 'teachers, and (f)
results of inservice workshops, found that there is a
great need for a course in creativity in teacher edu-
cation programs. More research of this nature may
convince institutions of higher, education to begin-.
1 Trarns

As previously mentioned; a significant trend has
been,to offer graduate rather than undergraduate
degree programs in education of the gifted. This
practice.seems to stem from the belief that teachers
of the gifted should be experienced teachers who
.have already shown that they have ability to teach
in 'a regular program. Others seem to believe that

'this also insures a background of liberal, education
before the prospective teacher undergoes special-
ized training (Fliegler, 1961; Hildreth, 1966;
James, cited in Hildreth, 1966).

Course Content and Offerings
As indicated in the previoUs section, the Overall
content,of courses on the education of the gifted
and:404d is similar in most institutions. Incases
whefie only one course is offered, the subject is,..--

usually the psychological and eduCation.al tharac-
teristics of gifted children combined with an over-,. k

view of current practices for educating these chil:
dren. If .only two courses are offered, the first
usually deals with psychological and educational
characteristics while thesecond usually deals with
curriculum and materials development. Institii-
Lions with Tclegree programs usually offer a!,,,,
sequence of courses similar to the following:
1, Natur-e..rend Needs of the Gifted. The content

consists of topics such as _characteristics, prob-
lems, myths perpetuated about gifted and crea-2
tive children, psychological considerations, and
identification measures.

Materials and Methods in 'the. Education of the
Gifted. Content- usually centers around the most'
appropriate instructional, strategies and matei
rials to be utilized. with the gifted. In many
cases, time is spent in designing materials and in
deVeloping appropriate curricular units.
Emphasis, in many instances, is also placed on
techniques for individualizing instruction for
the gifted.

. .. ,.

3. Education of the Gifted. A course of this type is
usually concerned with exploring various pro-
grams and administrative arrangements cur-
rently in use.in- schoolS: as well as other related
issues.

4. Seminars in the Edu-Cdtion of the Gifted.
Seminars usually involve -a, less structured
approach through which students explore topics
of interest to them as well as controversial issues

in the field. Independent study and related
technique's are often utiliied.

5. Practicum in the Edzieatzort of the Gifted.
Practica usually involve either a variety of
practical experiences with gifted children or
one in-depth. experience, depending...9n' the
interests and needs of the. studentSp Examples of
some of the experiences provided are: student
teachisiOn a ::program for the, gifted; intern-
ships with consultants, administrators, and

°other local school district personnel involved in
programs for the gifted; visitations to several
programs for the gifted; observation -of 'gifted
students, including the writing of. case studies;
and -internships in state and federal programs
for the gifted.

.In many cases, the program also offers separate
'courses in creativity and 'its development. In most
programs, provisions are also made for students to
pursue topics of individual concern and interest
through independent study courses, readings
courses, research seminars, and workshop courses.:

It must be emphasized again that the previous
description is a`vneralizatlon of the Content usual-
ly. taught in a= sequence of courses related to the
giftei ..The topics may be taught in.different cox--
binanons anclsequences and under different titles:
The above destiription is Mainly intenued to list
certain commonalities between programs as an
indication of ,consensus of opinion about. the
importance of certain learnings.

..'Staffing

In Most instances, one yerson on the faculty of .the
special education or psychology departments is
responsible for the training program. .This person
is usually trained in educational psycf?olOgy or
special education, and has both :specialized train-
ink and practical expeiience in gifted education.
The majority of these Professors are also leadersin
the 'Feld of education of the gifted and talented,
sink the field is so small. They also serve as consul:
tant. o 1061 schO61 distiicts in program deveIop-
ment, _consultants to fede programs, and inser-
vice tr ning leaders ii addition to speaking, at
numerous conferences.
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Selection or Students.
.

Students accepted for programs are usually those
who are admitted -through regular university pro-
ceduir'es. Additional procedures are. established
when fellowships or traineeships are offered.

Practical Experiences

In addition to similarities_ as listed °above, signifi,
cant differences between programs

. .
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especially in the specifiC content and' the amount
and kind of practical experiences offered. Some Of
the_ programs emphasize cognitive learning while
others emphasize attitudinal changes. Some are
designed primarily for teacher training .while
others are .designed to train researchers, consul-
tants, administrators, and other leaders in the field
of gifted eatication. Since the purpose is diffet ent,
the emphasis in content and practical experience is
also different. For example, in a program ,..t.signed
for leadership deVelopment, .content be much
more theoretical in nature and include-less empha-
sis on teacher -pupil relationships and day ti day
teaching techniques. The practical experiences in
this situation would such things as field
testing curricula designed for the gifted rather
than observation ,i)f. children, internships with
directors of gifted 'programs rather than-student
teaching, and ,so. o_ni: Other programs. are designed
to meet the. needs of the student., whether he of she
is planning to teach or become involved in otlfer
aspec is -of programs. .

:John Feldhusen (1973) described practieum
activities for undergraduates .and teachers involved
in his course on the education .of sifted- children:
(a) -area schools cooperate' in nominating a child
for each student in the class; (b) college ,students
arrange to observe the child at home and 'at schOO1,
test and interview him,- interview his parents and
teachers, and carry out enrichment activities with
him; (c) college students spend one and a:half days
observing in a* special class for the gifted; and -(d).

*.students make a report to the parents and child,
eyaltiating this talents, and suggesting special
educational activities which might- be helpful to the
child - Evaluations by principals, teachers, parents,
anti children have been very positive, and college
students found the program to be enjoyable and
profitable. Parents and teachers evaluated the per-
formance fif the college students On (a) ability to
interact with paretirs and teachers (b) professional
knowledge, (o the 'quality of reports, and (d)
promptness and responsibility. Ratings were on a
good-fair-poor scale 7% fair, ,poor, and 92%
good..This. type of program has implicatons:4-0r
intreasing cooperation between public schools-and
universities as well as ,developing additional
practical experiences for training programs.

Program Variations
One variation on ie course sequence model was
developed in [Ili ois when funds were available to
assist universities in developing innovative training
programs for teachers of the gifted. Conducted at

'Southern Illinois University a,t, Edwardsville,
combined the .training of .prieservice and inset-% ice
personnel: .'Ehe r`.prograrn Was developed for 12

students five graduate students presdaly teaching
in the area, five undergraduate students, and tiko
full time graduate students serving as grade
assistants. All were enrolled in _a sequence of
courses which could lead to a degree in special
education of the ,gifted, including between 12. and
28 quarter hours dealing specifically with gifted
educati9n. The purpose of the program was to pair
these teacners and prospective teachers in teams for
the duration of the training, so that in addition to
learning together and sharing experiences, a close
relationship would be developed between each
pair. The two full time graduate students served SS
assistants to the project 'director in supervision,
demonstration teaching, consultative assistance,
and other related tasks. Other students, not
receiving fellowships, were also enrolled in the
courses. The following experiences were among
those provided for participants:

I . ACademic courses on the education oi;the gifted
and talented..

2. Work in an inservice teacher's classroom to
apply principles 'learned, including super ision
on a regular basis by the project director'.

3. Supervision of a preservice teacher with assist-
ance from him/her on prearranged tasks.

4. Selection and/or production of Curricular mate-
. rials appropriate for the gifted.

5. Participation in microteaching.

6. Student teaching or supervising student teach-
ing.

7. Practicum experiences for graduate students at
the Area SerVice Center for the Gifted.

8. Visitation of a variety of gifted prograins\
Attendance at conferences and meetings on the
education of gifted children.

-

10: Independent study involving research, .field
study, program planning, and planning pro -

gram evaluation procedures (Shaffer, 1971).. .

Unfortunately, funds for this category of teacher
training were discontinued the following year. How-
ever, preliminary evaluation results did indicate
that the concept was successful..Preservice students
especially appreciated the interaction with inservice
teachers, both in, their classrooms and in workshops -
and conferences related to gifted education. One
definite drawback to this program was the fact that
most inservice teachers in the program were teach-
ing in regular, self contained classrooms. MoSt of
the preservice teachers felt that they needed more
experiences with identified gifted students, indicat-
ing that at least part of their practical experience '
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should have been in established programs for iden
tilled gifted students ,with 'teachers experienced in
working with these children (Maker, 1973).

Another exciting variation in pi ()gaming that
utilizes basically a course sequence approach is still
in the developmental stages at California State Uni-:
versity at Long Beach. This program, supported in
part by a grant from the Bureau of. Education for
the Handicapped, US Office of Education, provides
for the inclusion of the gifted with teacher prepara-
tion in 'other areas of special education. The
specialist progream is entirely compet6ncy based,
including both generic and advanced specialist
training. Specific competencies are listed in theJol-
-lowing areas:

Assessment of physical, intellectual,
emotional characteristics.
Assessnient of learning abilities in re'ation to
psychological, genetic, physiological, social, and
cultural conditions.
Assessment of. motivational and attitudinal dif-
ferences.

"Utilization of procedures for individualized
instruction.
Implications of exceptional conditions, for the .

instructional program.
Identification of issues and 'research findings for
program implementation.
Counseling exceptional pupils and their parents.
Evaluation of instructional systems.
Analysis and evaluation of:prog-rarnelements.
Intervention t6 extend interaction. -

:Planning and conducting parent meetings.
Utilization of ethical practices.

. Serf assessment and professional improveMent.

Each of these areas is further 'subdivided into more
specific competencies and then further into behav-
iors. The program guide lists specific competencies
to ete achieved, the performance criteria and level
expected,. experiences and instruction to be pro-
vided, the learner responsibilities, provisions for
informing the student of his competency, and thed
courses provided. A handbook is currently being
devised that will allow for. translation of compe-
tencies into operationalinstructional objectives and
planned activities to meet these objectives (Cali
fornia State University, 1974).

Also in the developmental process is a large scale
-validation of the competencies required. A sample
of teachers of the gifted will be asked to react to
the competencies listed by: rewriting those which
are ambiguous or incorrect in some way, eliminat-
ing unnecessary competencies or adding necessary
ones, and weighting each of the competencies on a
5-point scale of most impOrtant to least important.

social, and
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When the program is operational, other features
will include an "entry behavior test" (which may
include assessment of the student's4 performance in
a workshop situation) deigned to measure Yskills
and attitudes as well as knowledge, an "exit behav-
ior test," program options based on the interests of
the students, a system for continual modification
and change, and a yearly review process:

Although some of the problems such as what- to
do with a student who exhibits all the competencies
at the beginning of the training provisions for those
who need a longer time in the training process have
not yet been solved, die program has great poten-
tial.

Because of state certification laws, other institu-
tions of higher education in California are also in
the icess of developing competency based pro-
grams.

Evaluations'
Few universities have systematically evaluated any .

of their teacher training programs. It seems that
most only employ the required student feedback
techniques. These are mainly descriptive, based
entirely on the student's perceptions of the course,
and limited to one course at a time rather than an
entire degree program. The purposes of these
evaluations are usually assessment-of the ihstrUctor
and assistance in modifying teaching methods
employed by that' person. In a search of the litera-
ture and calls to directors of university ''training
programs, only four evaluations could be found.
Many evaluations of summer institutes and other
university based teacher training designed as
inservice can be found. These are reported in the

.next section.

The first of these evaluations, conducted by
Kooyutnjian (1969) was designed to assess cognitive
and affective changes in students enrolled in a uni-
versity course on education of the gifted and the
same changes in teachers and administrators
enrolled in several summer inservice training work -.
shops on the educatiori of the gifted and talented.
The main purpose of the evaluation was directed to
inservice, but many of the findings have implica-
tionsrere. Using pre- Sand posttest clata on a diag-
nostic test of contend on teaching gifted children, a
test designed to measure adult'intellectual ability, a
personality inventory which indicates the basic type
of structure of a healthy person's persOnality, and
other informational measures, she found signifi-
cant differences between the groups. Below is a
summary of those findings and conchisions which
seem most appropriate to this discussio.
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1. The main objective of the university course was
to increase knowledge about gifted children,
and it was effective in doing so.

2. Even though achievement in content on gifted
children was an incidental goal for the work-

'shops; to be learned through independent study,
seven of the nine .workshops showed significant
gains in content on gifted: In addition, two of
the workshops were not significantly, different
from the academic out, 'a content gain.

3. There were no changes in attitudes of the stu-
. dents ir. the university course.

4. There were changes in attitudes of the partici-
pants. in all the workshops.

5. Individual differences in content gain decreaSed
in the academic course groups, but increased in
the workshop groups.

6'. Intellectual ability and sex seemed to be'irrele-
vant except to one section of the attitude scale.

7. In the academic course, more than 60% of the
participants' reported that they gained more
information from reading .than through discus-
sion and instruction; in four of the nine work7
shop groups, more than 60% of the participants
reported that they gained more information
through. discussion; and in the w.her five work-
shop groups; participants reported a combina-
tion of two.or.three of the methods listed.

A major'drawback of tire study for the purposes
of this book was the lack .ofinforrnation about the
methods used in the academic course. Some of the
methods 'utilized in workshops were described, but
no mention was made of -what actually happened
in the everyday classroom "ittiaticin. One can only
assume that methods- were very similar to most
university courses a combination of. lecture, dis-
cuision,. reading assignments, papers, and some
possible praCtical experiences. In addition, no part
of the evaluation was concernedWith actual per-
formance.of graduates in 'their classrooms

In another evaluation., 'Maker (1973) attempted
to determine the effectiv6ess' of university based
teacher training programs which were supr rted in

-part by the Office of the SUperintendent- of Public
Instruction.. The first of these programs has.
already been described aboVe on page 23. The
second:, located at Northeastern Illinois University,
consisted of a secittence of four graduate courses on
the education of gifted children Which coul be
applied toward a degree- in special education.
There was no degree iri gifted education at the
tittle this evaluation was conducted, but avian had.
been submitted to the graduate school. Most of..the
students were full time teachers, many in gifted

4 .
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programs, so the majority of their practical qcperi-
ences were related to the development and testing
of ideas in the student's own classroom, Opportuni- .

ties were providedfor visitation, attendance at in -.

service training sessions, and conferences.
Fellowships were offered to a limited number of

students, but others who were interested could take
the classes. Selection of fellowship recipients was on
the basis of recommendation of adthinistrators or
supervisors acquainted with the work of the candi-,
date, interest in teaching gifted children, and aca-
demic records. The director was seeking successful
experienced teachers who were likely to utilize
training-received from the program.

The evaluation employed a variety of tech-
niques, including questionnaires to graduates,
interviews with students in the progranis, telephone
calls to administrators of graduates, and a ques-
tionnaire designed 'Aci assess the instructional
climate in classrOoms. Results are only reported
here for the two universities with a sfquence of
courses that could lead to an area of specialization.
Below is a summary of some of the findings that
seem most relevant to this discussion.

1.

2.

,
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The three categories of responses most often
listed as strengths .of..the program by graduates.
were: (a) contact with,others in. the field of'the
gifted and talented through attendance at work-.,
shops and inervice training or visitors to the
claSs, (b) theftexibility. of choices within the
framework of the program and claSses, and (c)
the content learned. Students presently'in the ,.
program,aisd 'liked the flexibility and .chances
for pursuing individual interests.

The three categories of responses most often
listed as weaknesses of the prOgraMs by gradu-
ates were: (a} toofe;w. practical experiences were
provided, (b) a"%teraler scope was needed more
courses on diffetent topics as well a5 `different.
content covered in the courses offered, and (c)
a variety of resource' people were needed as the
same instructor tought,all the courses. Students
presently involved in the-program also felt they
needed more experiences with identified gifted
children.

3. Most graduates felt they were well prepared
their jobs, but were' reluctant to attribute this
competence, to the training, they had received
in gifted education. .

'4. Most graduates and students felt ..the/programs
had been successful, and felt prepared to work
in gifted education. However, only a small
majority of graduates felt that the training was
more relevant than the inservice" workshops.
they had attended.



5. Methods most often listed 'as being utilized by
the instructors were class discussion of contro-
versial 'issues and independent study. Howe Ver.;
in one of the programs, students estimated that
the 'instructor talked over 60% of the time
'while her'ideal was 40%. In the other program,
the instructor's performan.ce was consistent with
her ideal 40%. Studeats..,4nd graduates both
I.isted as iinportancilbPportunities to attend
training, particularly the tniervice offered by the
state gifted . the university
setting.

6. More emphasis was placed on the higher
thought processes of application analysis,.
synthesis, and evaluation than on the lower
thought processes of memory, translation, and
interpretation.

A major dr6aWbaK: 61:-- thee study, however, was
that itdid not assess the actual performance of the
graduates in their.classroon-i or the changes.in chil-
dren. Telephonercalls to' administrators gave some
indication of the success of the teachers, but more
information was neede,d.
.. The third report (Bruch & Walker, 1973) was

,.,

pot intended to be an evaluation per se,:but was
designed as a survey of teachers certifiechin gifted
and talented education who had completed an.
approved degree __program at the University of
Georgia. A more extensive evaluation is in prepar-
ation, Ka some of the known results ati.krelevant to

:,this discussion, paralleling those in other studies.
'Many respondents.to the Georgia survey-,agreed,
for etiample', that there should be an increase in
real or simulated qperiences with gifted and
talented students in s'iu. Other felt needs were. for
a- strengthening of ontent related to curriculum
development,development, aSsisti nee in locating and using dif-
ferent types of media and materials. gear d to
gifted and talented students, and for greater exi-
bility in the.program. (This last was not expr..ssed
directly but can be inferred from: the resPondents'
comments.) Those who were in roles involving the
coordination" of gifted and talented programs ex-
pressed the need for training in public relations

skills such as public speaking, legislative watch-
dogging, newspaper publicizing, and program
administration. Other such comments emphasized
a need 'for available options for those who would 'be
assuming. (or ..desired to assume) various roles' in
addition to that of:teacher.

x

. The fourth evaluation (Gear, 1974) is a, five year
progress report on the Teaching the talented Pro-

.g'am of the University of Connecticut, Storrs. This
program, suppOrted by the Education. Professions
Development Act, is designed to..recruit and train

.both prospective- and .experienced teaChers. and
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leadership personnel tb work with gifted and
talented youngsters from educationally deprived
backgrounds. It is concerned with the prOcess of
change anti the, role of change agents in the
schools.

Student's 'receiving fellowships were selected on
the basis of their potential as future contributors to
the existing body of knowledge about the disad-
vantaged gifted and talented, as evidenced by: (a)
their demonstrated leadership and past baCk-,,
;round, (b) demonstrated commitment to a career

,n the area of educating the disadvantaged, and ,(c)
potential for graduate work.,'

The program consisted: of three. components:
theoretical (cou,ework), practical (internships),
and integrative (linking practical and theoretical
experiences). Specific objectives were developed,
relating to this basic framework, which would be
flexible enough to acco4modate persOns with vary-
ing backgrounds and aspirations. The theoretical
component included courses in the broad areas of
psychology and education of the gifted, talented,
and creative; in the sociology of minority groups,
Black history, social and 'cultural dynamics, and
urban life; and in the student's 'professional areas
of interest. The practical component involved
internships in a variety of 'Aocations-urban
schools, colleges ,and universities, community
.action agencies, state or regional agencies, and
suburban schoolsand performing a variety of
roles -I-teachers, tutors, counselors, administrators,
curriculum specialists, and researchers. The third
component, integrative experiences, consisted of
seminars, discussions with resource personnel, and
on-site visitations to programs for gifted children
and youthfrom disadvantaged backgrounds.

Evaluation of the program has been both forma
tive and summative. -.During each year data are
collected relating,to each component of the pro-
gram, and needed changes are made whenever
they become apparent. For example, during
internship experiences, students frequently assessed
their own progress in relation:to their objectives,
the staff made on-site visitations, and the staff con-
ferred with cooperating supervisors. Suminative
evaluations were concerned with perceptions of the
program by fellows, the success of the program in
preparing, fellows to enter various fields, and

'changes in the organizational structure of the pro-
gram. Followinare some of the results feported:

I. Most former fellowship -recipients agreed that
the most valuable component was field experi
erice:

2. Other valuable aspects were interaction with
peers; flexibility in choosing field experiences,
coursework, and field trips; seminars; and
problem solving situations.
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3. All felt they welt. more Nticcrssful in their job's
. because of their programs.
4. Everyone found difft rent aspects helpful.
5. Even though this is only a preliminary report,

many impressive as9evements and honors are .

listed for graduates and fellows still in the pro-
gram.

Although this is the most comprehensive of the
evaluations, it is only. a progress report. It does not
measure effects on children or the performance of
graduates in their job situations. Such achieve-
ments as: dissertations, new curricula, present posi-
tions, membership in professional organizations,
and honors are indicative of the potential impact
of trainers, but an assessment of the effects of pro-
ductsland actions are more relevant measures of
success.

Summary and Recommendations
Except for variations in content and individual
teaching methods, most programs designed to train
teachers of the gifted in a university setting are

Someprograms have been more innovative
than others. It is hoped that the present trend
toward more programs will continue.

Continuing Assessment of Programs .

If -educators are to 4.1ake progress and adequate-
ly train 'teachers to direct the learning of our most
talented students, it is recommended that they
must (a) look more closely at established Practices
and try to determine if they are the most effective
that we can design, (b) try some different ap-
proaches to- determine if they-would he more suc-
cessful than the old (c) make changes that seem to
-be necessary either add 6r delete parts of the old
models; (d). Continually. asses's the results in our
changing society, wed (e) make adjustments as they
become appropriate and necessary. It often seems
that we have been doing the same things for many
years, assuming that-these things are effective, but
never knowing for sure, and never really attemPt:
ing to find out. .

Only a few programs have been evaluated (usual-
ly- those receiving state or federal funds), and 'these
evaluatidns 'have been limited. They have deter-
mined students' and gradttateS' .perceptions of the
success of the programs, and in some cases have
determined that students did achieve certain con-
tent learnings.

Evaluate Programs by Changes in Students
-Since the ultimate test of a`ny teacher. training
program is the success of the. graduates in producing
desired changes in'students, v:e must evaluate the
success of programs based on changes in students.
In' -order to evaluate, however, we must establish

.
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objectives that can be assessed. "l'heref ore,. directors
of training programs; should 'make. some decisions
related to the knowledge, skills, and attitudes they
want to develop in teachers based On how these ,
teacher characteristics actually affect children.

, Even though evaluation results are scarce, find;
lngs in ,two areas are consistent students and
graduates alike feel that the practical experience
they get as part of their training is the most valu-
able. They enjoy and appreciate flexibility for indi-.
vidual needs within the established framework.

O

More Practical Experiences
It is ,recommended that training programs should
increase opportunities for practical experienees as
much. as possible. Some of-the following have been
provided or could be provided as relevant learning
experiences: z ,

Pair an undergraduate preservice. teacher with a
graduate experienced teacher for a year or
-longer.

4"Aztall e on-site visitations to gifted programs
with provisz in with the school
staff after an observation p f?riod. .

Provide internships and apprenticeships with
master teachers, including experiences similar to
student teaching in a variety of settings. Most stu-

%dent teachers only have experience with.one
teacher in one school with one group of stu-
dentsand for too short .,a period of time.
Lengthen the teaching time by including some of
the time that might have been spent in methods
courses. For example, several elementary educa-
tion departments have found that "block" pro-
grams are extremely successful. In these pro-
grams, sophomores and juniors sign up for a
block of three methods courses. They spend two
to three weeks in classes designed to give a back-
ground of information on methods, -the, begin
to spend one hour a day teaching in a classroom
in the area. Since they are taking three of these
courses, they spend one-half day teaching three
subjects. During the teaching experience, they
spend one to two hours per week in class, discuss-
ing problems, strategies, and :other concerns.
The last week or more is spent with the i,nstruc-
tors aga,in, sharing ideas and experiences with
other classmates. AlthoUgh students. complain
that they work .twice as hard as others in regular
tnethodscourses, they feel much more prepared
for teaching. Instructors of these courses feel
that the program is highly successful.

If no programs exist in the immediate vicinity,
include activities with gifted children (identified
by collegestudents) similar to those described on
page 15.. -
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Field test curriculum developed in classes on
children and make necessary changes based on
these trials. Have students participate in public
school curriculum develOpment meetings and
projects.

Utilize the university's microteaching laboratory
and if no -`2real" gifted students are available
have the college class role play stereotypes of
gifted Children, or gifted Children they have
known.-

Although the literature is filled with discussions
of characteristics considered to be prerequisites or
necessary "entering" characteristics for trainees,
students accepted into training progtams are not
accepted because of having these desirable charac-
teristicsthey, are accepted mainly because of past
grades, that is, performance in academic situa-
tions.

Criteria for Entering and Exiting
It is 'recommended that preservice programs assess
the: entering attitudes, knowledge, and skills of
prospective 'trainees ant then 'decide either to
establish minimum -criteria for acceptance into the
program based on the relationShip of these charac._

--.-,77----teristics to the teaching situation, or accept every-
one into an individuaLkdesigned program to-
ateomplish the needed changes', beTthin-attitudes,
skills, and knowledge.

Students are not permitted to leave a training
program* because of possessing desirable "exiting"
characteristics: but because they have fulfilled the
c6urse and program requirements (number of
hours, reading assignments, and the like). Student
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evaluations (gr, c!s) in too .many cases are based
entirely on mast of content' rather than posses-
sion of desirable attitudes and skills.

Graduation Based on Competency
It is ret,ommended that graduation and grades
should be based on competency -- possession of
needed knowledge, skills, and attitudesrather
'than the fulfilling of the traditional requirements
of hours, reading assignments, and courses. Some
students may already possess the needed charac-

Sieristics_ while others may need to spend varying
amounts of lime in the program. .

Kooyumjian's study confirmed many believs that
college courses teach content` but donot accom-
plish attitude changes. If this continues; Intuitive
children will continue t(*.' be taught by Sensing
teachers who do not understand or care for their
kind of thinking. Teachers will continue to resist
changes designed to keep pace with the changing
needs of society.

Even though research indicates that experience
with programs as well as. knowledge of the charac-
teristics, learning styles, and provisions for gifted
-children produces more positive attitudes toward .

special programs for the gifted, knowledge of, con-
tent alone is snot enough to produce significant

programs to Develop Positive Attitudes

behavioral changes teachers.

It is acommended that programslo gssignect-that _
will develop positive attitudes toward acceptance of
change and the need for development of creativity
and problem solving skills in students to help them
cope with our rapidly changing world.



Inservice Training

r

purposes of this book, the term inservice
training" means teacher training designed to

train teachers who are presently teaching, or will-in
the near future be teaching, gifted childrqn. 'It can
be conducted in the local district setting, on campus
at a university, or in any other appropriate setting.

Inservice training for teachers of the gifted has
taken many forms since teachers trained-by univer-
sity programs are so scarce in this field.-Some of the-
more successful methods have been summer insti-
tutes, academic year institutes, use of local district
consultants who .act in a consulting and training
capacity all year round; demonstration centers,
Area Service Centers, technical assistance systems,
man, variations on the workshop model, and many
other .combinations of the above. Some offer grad-
uate credit and others do not.

Since several of the above models have certain
similarities, they are grouped. and described in
terms of general program models. Variations of the
models are described, compared, 'and contrasted,
and evaluation results are reported for each general
model. Representative models were chosen for sev-
eral different reasons: (a) each is unique in. either
purpose, design, staff, duration, or other significant
aspects; (b) evaluations of their, ,effectieness are

. available; and (c) they show promise of success
based on these evaluations.

Summer Institutes

,Purposes

Probably the most widely used and abused form of
inservice training has been the summer institute.
These training programs are generally established
-for purposes of: (a), training tea f-hers in one School
district for a program that will be beginning in the
near future; (b) continuing education Co keep
teachers aware of new developments (e.g., new re-
search in creativity development has had great int7
plications for teachers concerned about'the gifted);
and (c) training or retraining teachers from a cer-
tain region of a state or several states who will be or
are presently teaching in gifted programs.

Sponsors and Staff

Sponsoring or host agencies may vary. In some
instances, the local district will plan and conduct
the training itself (usually when the district has re-
ceived a state or federal grant for this purpose) and
will employ either nearby university personnel, con-
sultants from out of state, or a variety of state, local,_
and other resource persons to conduct the training
sessions. In other cases, the state education agency
may be the host, employing its own personnel, uni-
versity faculty, local district personnel, or a
combination of these as staff. Some expetimental or
model projects will offer institutes to train teachers
in a certain region, and usually employ the regular
project staff as leaders.

Participant Selection

Participants in these ;institutes usually are selected
on a first come/first served principle based on a
desire to attend, and on whether or not they are
teaching in 'a special program (at present or in the

future). Some local districts require certain teachers
to attend these sessions. InSome cases prospective
participants must meet specific standards before
being accepted. In other institutes, priority is given
to members of a team. from one school district,
while other institutes accept those who seem to indi-
cate the most potential for accomplishing changes.

Program Components / Activities

Although the general purpose of most inservice
institutes is to improve the teaching of gifted and
talented children through teacher training, the
specific program components, methods, and proce-
dates vary from institute to institute as do the speci-
fic purposes. Therefore, some representative pro-
jects as well as some unique projects will be de-
scribed.

Institute I
Since summer is a good time for designing special
programs for gifted students,- many institute direc-
tors take advantage of the opportunity to accom-
plish a twofold purposeproviding an enrichment.
program for 'talented students whose needs may or
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may lint 1w met in the egulat program, and uain
ing teac hers to deal with these students. One such
institute, described by E. Patti Torrance (1972),
has been conducted in a similar format. eight
times. The objectives of the leadership. were: (a)
developing increased awareness of the "creative
positives" of children, especially those who are eco-
nomically and socially disadvantaged; (b) develop-
ing skills in acknowledging and using these "crea-
tive postives"; (c) developing more favorable,
realistic attitudes concerning disadvantaged chil-
dren; and (d) increasing the repertoire of teaching
skills.

Participants in the workshop as leaders were
mostly experienced teachers who were enrolled in
Dr. Torrance's class on the learning problems of
disadvantaged children and youth.

The institute involved three phases, the first
being "eight hours of orientation, sensitization,
films, and discussion in the classroom" (p. 3). The
second phase- was a three-week workshop for dis-

'.advantaged children held in a park near the cam-
pus. Students, aged 6-13, participated in many
large group, small 'group, and individual activities
planned and led by the teachers..these activities
included such things as clay sculpture, . music,
creative movement, dance, creative dramatics,
science, crafts, carpentry, "Great things that hap-
.peneclotoday in the Workshop," and group brain=
storming. .Students were assigned to groups on
the basis of preferences at the time of registration,
but were given considerable freedom to change. At
the end of each week, the leaders prepared an
analysis and evaluation of the workshop. At the end
of the three weeks, they evaluated in depth the-evi-
dence of growth in one child. In the third phase of
the institute, the teachers spent two weeks back in
the classroom integfating the workshop experience
and considering other alternatives for educating
disadvantaged children and youth.

Institute 2

A. unique summer institute in which the author
participated was one of the regularly scheduled
training institutes-of the Illinois Gifted Program.*
Unique aspects of-this institute Were the selection of
participants, the variety of experiences ,provided,
and the workshop format. It was a cooperative ven-
ture, funded by the State of Illinois 'Gifted Chil-
dren's Section, codirected by a service and demon-
stration "center director and a regional' supervisor of

*Quoted and-, paraphrased material, except where
otherwise indicated, was taken from various instruc-

. tional Materials or other informational Irandouts for the
use of participants.
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the gifted program ; it combined Illinois resources
with those of the Creative Problem-Solving Insti-
tute (CPSI) of the State University of New. York at
Buffalo.

The broad goal of the workshop was to "provide
selected leadership personnel with fresh and
broadened exposure to newer methods and -strate-
gies of teaching and learning." In particular, the
institute sought to help participants to identify and
improve their own talent potential which could
then be put to work in leadership roles. Other
more specific objectives were, related to: (a) devel-
oping an awareness of one's own strengths and
weaknesses in,creative-productive characteristics;
(b) strengthening and improving these charac-
ter)stics;.(c) internalizing the creative problem sol-
ving process; and (d) applying skills and knowledges
in educational situations.

The institute utilized State of Illinois personnel
and special consultants with expertise in creativity
and problem solving in addition to the staff of the
CPSI. Outstanding educators and researchers such
as Donald MacKinnon, Calvin Taylor, John
Gowan, Robert Eberle, J. P. Guilford, Sidney
Parries, and many other leaders in the field of
cr..itivity served as special consultants. Participants
and leaders in the Illinois institute were enrollzd in
one of the week long_ courses at the CPSI, band so
were by a- number of other CPSI staff from
around the country.

The purpose of selection proceduresa per-
sonality inventory, a detaiked application form re-
questing information about past experiences-and
creative teaching methods, and an interview with
the directorswas to select' the most potentially
creative educators who applied. The. final group
consisted mainly of classroom teachers, but in-
cluded a few graduate, students, some building,
principals, and some specialists in gifted educa
tion.

The institute- began with a week of orientation,
introduction to various problem solving processes,
individual planning, and getting to know each
other. The second phase of the institute, held 'in-
Buffalo,-was a week of participation in one of the-
three tracks of instruction available at the institute,
In .eaddition to internalization of the Parnes-
Osborne methOd of Creative Problem Solving and

-participation in extra sessions available to all CPSI
participants, special activities were provided for
the group, including presentations and opportuni-
ties to interact with well known experts in creativity.
All activities, including group brainstorming, blind
walks and other techniques for -increasing aware:-
ness, film theaters, .and experiences with students
were designed to enhance the creativity of those
who participated.



After the week in BUffalo, two additional weeks
were spent exchanging information related to the
CPSI experience, attending optional presentations
by group members and special consultants, and
planning and developing individual and group
projects. Each participant prepared a prospectus in
which he or she described how institute !earnings
would be put to work. Some of the proposed pro-

,' jects were :

A research project to determine aspects of crea-
tiye expression and develop a checklist for use by
teachers in evaluating the level of creativity in a
student's work.
A values curriculum incorporating problem solv-

,
inern ethods.
The incorporation of creative problem solving
processes in a 9.-12 American Studies program.
A curriculum for teaching critical thinking.
A plan to apply problem solving techniques to
school management.

-Before the close of the institute, the participants
also spent time analyzing their own posttest infor-..,_
mation and comparing their own characteristics,
with those of other educators and with characteris
tics of eminent creative -writers, researchers, and
artists.

Other unique institutes' sponsored by the Illinois
Gifted Program have been designed for leadership
development as well as for improvement of strate-
gies for teaching gifted children. The-following are
examples of exciting training possibilities which
can be devised by creative leadership .

1.. In order to better meet the-needs of sc;; sols in
its region, in 1972, the USOE Region III Area-
Service Center for Gifted and Talented Students
presented two three week summer institute's instead
of the usual one institute. The first was directed
and staffed by the three Area Service Center Con-
suriants and began a week° before the second,
which was staffed by a 'group of 10 people who had
previously been involved in the training activities of
the Area Service Center (ASC). Since the institutes
were runnineconcurrently, maximum utilization
of resources and consultants' could be accom-
plished.

The oirerall-1'Objective of each. institute was to
help teachers co better meet the needs of gifted
children by individualizing instruction. Each uti-
lized a similar format, including 'bott large and
small group sessions, a variety of optional sessions
from which to choose, and individual consultation
with leaders. Options were present2c1 on such topics
as identification of the gifted, developing higher
thought processes, creativity, value clarification,
the use and construction of simulation game's,
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team teaching, content options stressing curricular
and methodological alternatives for the gifted,
humanities, and other topics, of interest' to the
participants. Sessions could be repeated or added
by request of a small number of teachers.

The-regular ASC staff served as consultants and
advisors to the 10 leaders of the second institute.
These nine teachers and one principal mere
selected on the basis of: (a) demonstrated excel
lence in regular jobs, (b) ability to convey ideas
and experience to others through inservice work,
(c) broad background of experience with ideas and
strategies Of the gifted program, and (d) availabili-
ty and willingness to be a staff- member. They were
given eight days of leadership training,'a chance to
participate in one week of the other institute, and
supportive assistance throughout their institute.

2. Another workshop sponsored by° the. same
Area Service Center offered four optional plans for
teachers and administrators K-12. Participants
could choose any optiop or combination of options':
Plan A included three weeks of awareness and
development activities through minicourse options
on a variety-of topics related to gifted child educa-
tion. Plan B provided a week of intensive experi-
ences designed to develop petsonal potential, based
on the work of Herbert Otto. Plan C- offered a field
experience in using the city as a tool for: (a) dis,
covering and developing creative thinking abilities,
(b) developing ways to utilize the community as a

.learning tool, and (c) adapting nontextbook ideas
to relevant learning experiences. Plan D offered a
one week concentrated study in values clarification
and self concept development.

This institute plan provided for the' varying
needs of participants as well as for maximum utili-
zation of special talents of the ASC consultants.
During the planning of the institute, each consult-
ant was asked to design a week long experience
that he would -like to provide for teachers;and
administrators.. Each was then responsible for this
one 'week experience, and all were jointly responsi-
ble for the three week option. Other special. con-
sultants as well as leadership personnel from the
area were utilized

Institute 3

The third institute employed somewhat,"scandard"
techniques that have been successful in summer
institutes, namely the combining of- a demonstra-
tion program for gifted students'and an institute
for training teachers. Personnel of California
Project Talent, the San Juan- Unified School Dis-
trict, and Sacramento State College cooperated in
presenting a summer workshop-demonstration- pro-
gram for teachers (Bachtold, 1965). The trlajor
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purpose of the workshop was to 'help teachers
become knowledgeable about curricular provisions .

for the gifted.
Staff consisted of consultative services provided

by personnel of Project Talent, demonstration of
strategies by staff of the San Juan District, and
coordination by a professor of education at Sacra-
mento State, The coordinator presented sessions,
directed discussions, and planned teacher experi-
ences.

The format of the institute provided teacher
participants a chance to observe one of four pro-
gram prototypes for the education of specially
identified gifted children acce eration, enrich-
ment, guidance and counseling, and special
classes. The teachers also participated in discussion
and activity oriented sessions stressing identifica-
tion "procedures, curriculum planning based on
case study information, methods of stimulating
productive thinking, and program construction.

Evaluation
Evaluation of summer institutes is in many cases
based solely on the reactions of participants
whether positive or negative to a questionnaire
presented at the workshop. Although this feedback
is: valuable in planning future institutes' and in
assessing general attitudes toward the experience
provided, it does not give an objective assessment
of changes in the participants,. either in attitudes or
amount of knowledge, or proyide indications of
changes that actually occurred in the teacher's
behavior upon returning to the classroom. These
last two kinds of information must he obtained in
.order to assess adequately tile effects of a training
institute.

In the evaluation of Institute 1, Torrance
(1972b) found that the teachers "showed large and
statistically significant gains in the direction of
more faVorable, more realistic, less. prejudiced
attitudes concerning economically and culturally
disadvantaged children" (p. 9), This infoimation
was based on an opinion questionnaire designed
to determine attitudes and predict how these atti-
tudes would affect the .establishment of good
relationships with disadvantaged children. Al-
though data regarding classrOorn performance
after the institute was not systematically col-
lected, the situation provided for observation of
teaching techniques during the workshop. Almost
all of the teachers became more skilled in recogniz-
ing and acknowledging the creative positives of dis-
advantaged children, and, some became very
'skilled.- Even though' some of the teachers were
unwilling to experiment with and practice skills of
creative teaching, most of them did show evidence
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of building their teaching on the creative positives
of the children. Through continued contact with
participants after the end of the institute, the
directors have found that several new programs
have been initiated in theschools to make possible
more creative teaching.

Institute 3 reported positive responses from
participants, but did not include any objective
assessment of 'attitude or knowledge changes.)
Furthermore, the workshop format did not allow
for observation of participants in teaching situa-
tions.

Specifie statistical data from Institute 2 is not
available, but results were extremely positive. A
pr,and postinstitute personality and ability inven-
tory was administered, and the results reported to
participants during the institute showed many
changes. Every participant changed in directions
indicating` increased creativity and many changed
drastically. SystematiC followup services includ-
ing a two day session for participants, a newsletter,
and numerous visits to classroomswere provided
for participants. Through this continued contact
and other association with administrators in the
schools represented, the directors found much evi-
dence of leadership.' Only six months after the close
of the institute, the following accomplishments
were among those reported (Eberle, 1972):

16 members of the institute planned and con-
ducted ,a two day problem solving workshop for
60 educators.
Three school districts have initiated inservice
training in creative problem solving.
A problem solving group g-uidance 'program is
being taught in an elementary school:.
Problem solving processes have been utilized in
teaching mathematics, social studies, and
language arts in grades K-12.
A cotnie in applied problem solving. is being
taught in a senior high school.

For the other unique institutes described in this
section, no pre- or .postinstitute attitude or
objective data we re available, but he Area Service
Cente: concept provides continued contact with
participants in all previous training efforts as' well
as ASC involvement,in the entire development pro-
cess of gifted programs in the region. Some ex-
amples of changes observed by ASC consultants,
Area Gifted Supervisors, and local administrators
were:
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Establishment of classroom 'interest centers in
many classrooms.
Leadership by summer institute participants of
several workshopS during the following school
year.



Increased sophistication, of proposals for gifted
programs submitted 4-, administrators after
attending an institute.
Proposals for new gifted programs submitted by
schools that sent a team a. teacher to a
summer institute.,
Gifted programs initiated in all subject, areas
and grade levels in many schools.,
Individualization of instruction with special pro-

, visions for gifted children was initiated in many
classrooms and schools.

The problem, in this instance; is one of deter-
mining activities that produced the changes,'..-since
many of these same people participate in numerous
workshops and Other activities sponsored by the
ASC. A combination of training opportunities Will
no doubt be more effective than any single one,
but in the opini,on of ASC personnel 'and the
majority who have attended summer institutes,
these intensive experiences were the most impor-'`
tant, factors in producin changes in teacher:
behaiii.or. The results of a survey of ASC, clientele
(Program Assessment and Evaluation Unit, 1973)
showed that summer institutes ranked third as most
beneficial of the service delivery methods utilized,
with workshops and the newsletter ranking: first
and second., respectively. It is not known' how many
of those listing institutes as the' least effective
had attended one. One must understand, too, that
program adininistrators are often more concerned
about the cost and numbers of teachers reached
rather than which services produced the most
b. ehavior change.

According to the results of a three year eval,ua-
. don of the Illfnois Gifted Program (House et al.,
1970), summer institutes were the* single most
influential training devices utilized in the program,.
This conclusion was based on several findings:

The more teachers a school district sent to their
summer institutes, the better defined gifted
program the district submitted to the State.
Teachers attending 'these summer institutes were
found to be considerably More influential in
gifted program decision making than-those who
had not.
One of the three major seasons for discontinu-
ance of a gifted program was lack of trained
personnel.

Kooyumjian (1969), in an extensive evaluation
te--suree;s-crEstnTm;ei institutes spopsured by the

Illinois Gifted Program, compared them to a good
academic course on the gifted. She found that
Seven of the nine workshops showed significant
gains in content on ,gifted education even though
content information was an incidental goal to be
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learned through independent study, and that all
the workshop groups made signifiCant attitude
changes. Furthermore, the attitude changes in all
but one of the workshops were in the .direction of
intuition and perception, which are the two scalet
of the personality inventory which differentiated,
between MacKinnon's most and least creative men
and. Changes were in the direction of more
creativetoward a more open and free attitude to-
ward life.

The workshop goals were to change teacher atti-
tudes preparing them to be more creative and
more receptive to different ideas, to learn a body
content uinque to that wbrkshop, and to learn a
background of content on gifted children. She'con-
chided that all the workshops definitely had
accomplished their purpose.'

What Causes Success?

Although at least two of the institutes described
(k here were effective in4proclucing positiv<changes in

teacher behavior, in .many cases institutes are not
adequate training deviees':-,Many who have had
continued contact with educational. institutions

. have had either- direct or indirect 3c.pelvience with
institutes causing little or no positive changes.
Thus it seems that the crucial question is not "Can
the summer institute model be an effective method
for training teachers?" but rather "What methods,
procedures, or other factors cause an institute to-
produce, desired behavior changes?". The problem
involved in attempting to distinguish between
effective and ineffective training using this model is
in determining methods and finding evaluations of
unsuccessful institutes through a search of the
literature. FailureS. are seldom reported or widely
disSemihated. One can only raise doubts.,about the
success of institutes that are inadequately evaluated
or rely on personal experiences and' word of mouth
reporting.

Since an attempt to contrast successful and un-
successful institutes is relatively impossible, the
'alternative is the analysis of successfuP4summer
institutes to determine their common elements.
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Self Assessment,

The' institutes in Kooyumjian's (1969) study had
certain features in common: (a) collection and
analysis of self assessment data such as tape record-
ings, teacher prepared examination questions, and
observations of students; (b) actual teaching of
classes of children in the summer session along with
observation and analysis of videotapes of teaching
behavior; and (c). administration of a series of self
scoring diagnostic tests' in the area' of knowledge
about gifted education, knowledge of education



change, attitude's toward providing for sardents
with different talents and characteristics, and
knowledge of the process of change in eduCation. It
appears that the underlyingTherne Of all these fea-
tures was self assessment and feedback. 'According
to House's (1970) evaluation, self assessment was
the most common feature of all the Illinois summer
institutesand° probably the most powerful tech-
.nique utilized. He describes the procedures in this
manner:

The essence of the self-assessment technique
was that objective information abbut a teach-
er's professional behavW was collected and
later fed back to him in a small group setting:
For example, during the -spring semester a
partiCipant-teacher, might tape-record one of
his classes. During the summer training .ses-
sion he would be taught how to analyze verbal
exchange in the classroomousing the Flanders'
Interaction Analysis. He would then be asked
to state his ideal teaching behavior in terms of
the Flanders. Finally he would be given the
actual tape frbm his sprin' class and asked to
andlyie. it and compare it to his 'ideal. The
personal effect of this training technic!' ue
proved to be powerful;

All of this transpired in a small group of
fellOw teachers who were also analyzing their
own tapes (and finding themselves wanting by
their own standards). The small group of
peers provided emotional support for "finding'
out one wasri't doing his jobaswell as he
thought (but neither was. anyone else): Still
operating in a small group of peers, the
teachers would then be given a group of ten
students with which to teach a lesson ant'.
practice new behavior more conformirob his
ideal. The other members of the group would
observe this lesson and critique it. Similar
techniques were used employing the teaci:cr's
tests, feedback from students, and other
samples of the teacher's behavior. (p. 20)

Practice in Realistic Settings

Another important technique utilized in successful
institutes is the provision for immediate application
of learning in a classroom settingor at least with
a group of gifted students. Participants can either
be given responsibility for the child's educational
program (with adequate supervision from trained
personhsel) as in Torrance's institutes, or can simply
be given time with a class to tryout certain tech-
niques. Although observation of demonstration .

classes is more effective than an absence of any
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contact with children, it is not nearly as effective as
actually teaching the children.

Behavior "Modeling"
E'ren though no formal evaluations .prOvide sup-
port, it'seelns that the most: common and impor-
tant aspect of successful summer institute'sand
possibly for all training activitiesis "practicing
what you preach." In most of. the institutes de-
scribed in this section, it is apparent that the
leaders were applying the same principles and
using the same techniques with teachers that they
were advocating for students. For example, the two
institutes presented by the Carthage "Area 'Service
Center were designed to assist teachers in indivi-
dualizing instruction to meet' the needs of gifted
children. Methods such as (a) the combinations of
large and small group instruction, (b) minicourses,
(c) multioptions, (d) evaluation, (e) 'independent
study, and (f) activity oriented. learning are all
techniques that can facilitate the individualization
of instruction.

Demonstration Centers

Purposes

Another widely used form of teacher training has
been the demonstration center.. In most cases, these
centers are established primarily to serve ..as a
vehicle for illustrating particular teaching tech-
niques or program models with gifted `Ch..dren in
realistic settings. Other related objectives are: (a)
to test new approaches in a practical setting; (b)
pUblic relations, or an attempt to "sell" a particu-
lar program in gifted education to the public; and
(c) to assist other schools in establishing similar
programs by providing an operational program for
observation. Probably the best known form of
demonstration center, for general education, is the
university laboratory school. These lab schools.
serve as centers for action research practical set-
tings for teacher training and demonstration of
innovative teaching techniques.

Sponsors
, .

Host and funding agencies may vary. Some centers
are established at universities in connection with
laboratory, schools, some are part of a local school
district, some are administered by state or local
agencies and kept apart from the local school dis-
trict. Funding has been from state and local sources,
from Title III, ESEA, and from consortia of local
and state agencies. Some states, such as California
and Illinois, established demonstration centers as
vehicle's for initiating and improving a statewide
program.
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Staff

In most cases, the staff is specially prepared for
teaching the gifted and includes only those experi-
enced in working with the gifted. In some instances
the project selects inexperienced staff in 'order to
demonstraie the entire program development
sequence including the adequate' training of staff
members. The staff usually consists of a director,
who is in charge of general coordination of the
program, orientation and guidance of visitors, and
public relations, and the demonstration teachers or
counselors, who work directly with students. In
some cases, a consultant is also employed to ,take
care of curriculum development, teacher training,
product dissemination, and other program devel-
opment activities.

Participants

Visitors to demonstration centers may be teacherg,
counselors, administrators, university 'faculty,'
parents, students: and community _members. In
most-cases they are from the immediate vicinity or
from schools participating in the cooperative pro- .
ject, Some projects have received national and
international recognition, and the two state net-
works (California and Illinois) of demonstration
centers have attracted visitors stalewide.

, Program Components/Activities
Although the , general purposes of demonstration
centers are similar, the. program components and
specific activities vary in relation to the type of

gram obje wo&ives. The following descriptio of two
program being demonstrated as well as specifi pro,

' different projects may- help to illustra,/the`ge dif-
ferences and similarities.-

Demonstration Project 1
-,-, This projeft, developed at Wisconsin UniVersity

(Roth- ey & Sanborn, 96g), was designed to de-
monstfa-te a three ) ase program for systematic
testing, counseli , and guidance of superior stu-
dents. The fir phase involved selected students
froth 75 secondary schools who visited the univer-
sity. laboratory one day each year. The second
phase consisted of an attempt to acquaint teachers,
administrators, parents, and citizens with pro-
Cedures for identifying And' educating gifted chil-
dren. The third phase was a sur, ey of schools in
the state to determine if certain a tivities had been
implemented.

University faculty along with graduate students-
with experience in teaching and counseling served
as staff for the project.

Activities during the first part of the project were
the evaluation, counseling, and class attendance

offered to selected students, interviews with
parents, and visits to each student's school. In the
second part of the project the staff conducted a
faculty meeting:or inseivice training session each
year in each participating school, visited or con-
ducted extended training sessions in schools
requesting such assistance, and presented two day
invitational workshops to professibnal groups in
many states:The third part of the project involved
an assessment of current practices.

The major teaching training component of this
project was the second phasepresentation of
workshops and school visitations. The training

°usually involved sending written reports concerning
each participating student to the°school, including
information about characteristics and needs as well
as a list of suggestions to the school for providing
adequately for the student. These reports were to
be circulated among school staff an then used as a
vehicle for' discussion during the _faculty_ training
session. In some cases, schools requested longrterm
training experiences in which the school would
release teachers to spend a day in training sessions
with laboratory staff. Regional invitational con-
ferences were presented to disseminate research
findings, to discuss actual' case studies, and to dis-
cuss alternate provisions for gifted high school stu-
dents.

Demonstration Pi.oject 2
The most extensive and possibly most successful
demonstration project was a cooperative.,research
component of:the Mentally Gifted Minor Program.
in. California (Plowman & Rice, 1967). The pur-
pose of this project was to .plan, develop, demon-
strate, disseminate, and promote differential plans
for the education of the gifted. The four program
prototypes.utiliied were: (a) acceleration through
use of the summer school; (b) enrichment in- the
fine arts, science, and the language arts; (c) a
cooperative counseling and instructional. program;
and (d) full time classes organized.for gifted pupils.

The project, under the direction of the Califor-
nia Department of Education Staff, established six
demonstration sites in local school districts based
on geographical representation, past experience,
and willingness to conduct the project. The' dis-
tricts organized, implemented, and staffed the
programs with state and local funds, while federal
funds were used to acquire state level professional
personnel, conduct planning and developmental
studies, 'evaluate programs, and -produce films,
filmstrips, instructional guides, and other such
materials.

Staffing for projects was determined by the type
of program to be demonstrated, but consisted
mainly of a state level consultant assigned to the
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project, teachers., aclininitrators, or counselors to
be involved in inservice and demonstration, and
special consultants needed for various phases of the
project.. The role of the consultant: was to refine
deScriptions of programs, to develdpAocal products
needed for implementation of programs, conduct
workshops, inservice training institutes, and other

services, and to disseminate and export the pro-
gr\am inodels to other districts. Teachers began as
learners and progressed through training until they
becarpe competent in demonstrating their particu-
lar teaching strategy. Table 1, an example of a pro-
gracm development sequence in one of the projects,

'shows staff responsibilities in more detail Special

Table J.

Sequential Developmental Tasks:Of Consultants,
Teachers, and Demonstration Center*'

Field
consultant

Demonstration
teachers

Pupil
programs

Demonstration
center

1. Analyzes ts4t4.1, tasks, es
tablishes priorteies,.opens
intradistrict lines of «)m.
munication

.2. Sets dbwn prelimi Cary
definitions, operational.
objectives

3. Writes lesson pla.ns as
examples only

4:Organizes inservice teach-
er training

. 5. Demonstrates curriculudi
construction utilizing
theoretical models

6. Advocates strategic
changes in classroom en-
.vironment, teaching
methods, and evaluation
procedures

7; Acts as teacher, demon
strator in actual (lass

."-1. Specialists,,r ists, team leaders
selicted

2. Cr itcria for teacher sc-,_

tion Codified

3. Demonstration teachers
chosen

4, Teachers 01 learners':
study methods, advancea
contact

5. Curricultim units written
.

6. Teachers compare, criti-
c sire, attempt changes,

obtain individual con-
sultation

7.. Teachers observe "team"
with consultant, learn by

1-3. No formal program

1

Formal program begin.; :
4-5. Pupils as subjects for
study, selected classes for
experimental tryout of newly
invented curriculum

.6-'7. Selected "iClassrooms
serve as 'test cases" for ex-
perithents in grouping,
rearrangement cen-
ters, etc. Reports of findings
brought back to teacher
t raining group.

1-7. No formal program

room. settings tloing 'Formal program begins:
8. Intradistrict disseniina, 8. 'Poachers competent to 8. Newly developed curri:' 8. Other classroom

tion of new curriculum become "demopstrators" cula, methods, evalua- teachers begin service,
units;. advertise'', invite
outside obiervers

invite other teachers in,
emulate consultaht: role

tion
used

forrns universally
in demonstration

observe classrooms

9. Interdistrict workshops
set up inservice training
tasks reassigned to master
teachers

OPerates as\ disseminatb
exclusively

previously enacted 'for
them

9. Seled clasgrooms used
for interdistrict demon-
stration; otherg repeat
processes of teacher train-,
ing and intradistrict
export; selected teachers

rre l'ulate consultant role

From Plowman & Rice, 1967, p. 18.

classroorns

9. Wi&spread export of
enrichment programs to
othetclassrooms and out-
side districts

0

9. Outside, persons in-
vited to observe, 7,t-

tend formal workshops
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consultants are utilized as inservice leaders, curri-
culum-consultants, or technical assistants.

Demonstration projects: attempting to show'the
entire developmental process of a program., docu-
mented and made ailable to visitors all Materials
and processes pertinent to this development. Such
items as workshop format, curriculum materials,
formats for developing curricula, and, teacher
selection procedures were offered when ,requested.
(See Table 1 for an example of a program develop-
ment sequence from One of the projects.)

. Although the entire project can be considered a
vehicle for training teachers and other staff, specif-
ic activities were related to training district and
project staff and to training teachers from visiting
schools. Activities related to training school and ..
project staff were the following:

A sequence of inservice .meetings designed to
acquaint the teachers with the goals of- the pr
ject, the _.needs and characteristics of ted
children, and,,the latest intro Lions nee sary for
educating these chiidr9.
A sequence of wo§hop types ions in which
teachers are'inycYlved in such ctivities as curri-
culum construction, tryotVand evaluation:
One meWo day works ps or week long summer
wor ops.

) group conferen
culum build_ i
Dernonstr

Activities related to the training of teacher§ from
other school districts were:

s for the assignment of curd-
work tasks.

ion by newly trained teachers to
those 5, ering the training sequence, including
peer and self evelu don.

Demonstration g techniques to visitors.
Discussion of demonstration with visitors.
Presentation of regional workshops on topics
such 'as teaching methodologies, theoretical

..models, - program prototypes. identification pro.-
cedures, -phases in prog. .,n development,
evaluation results, and other similar topics.
Extensive individual:consultation with schools
desiring to utilize the methods being demon-
strated (usually by the fieldConsultan.t). ,

Summer workshops combining a special pro-
gram for gifted students with a training
program for teachers.
Dissemination of program guidelines, films,
filmstrips, and actual student materials.

Table 2 is an example of the activities performed
by one project.

Evaluation of Demonstration Centers

Evaluation of demonstration projects is generally
twofold : an assessment of til° validity of the demon-
strated program (determined by its effect on the
students), and an assessment of the success of the
project. iii "selling" its program (determined by the
number orschools adopting the program).:

In the Wisconsin project, evaluation of student.
outcomes . was extensive, including. followup
through college and into careers. Results were posi-
tive: On the other'handaluation of the training
aspects wassicetchy.,Although invitational work-
shops w're a majo'r' part of the project, they were
not eValuated-.V.In relation to demonstration pro-,/ .7"gram procedures adopted, results were varied.
They,showed that schools tended to develop group
r their than individual procedures, few schools
utilized special procedures, and more positive
evaluationS were given of group provisions than
those designed for individuals. Some of the special
programs, developed as a result of the project were
independentstudy, part time college attendance,
variations in class "enrollment and attendance re-
quirements, special projects, seminars, advanced
classes, and summer courses. No attempt was made
to determine reasons for adopting or not adopting'
certain programs.

In the California project, evaluation of student
outcomes showed that each of the four program
prototypes was a viable method of special program-
ing the gifted. Practical results of the demon-
strational aspects were: (a) pupil enrollment in
gifted programs expanded from 38,000 to 90,000;
(b) the centers influenced the development of pro-
grams in over half of the districts in California
offering gifted. programs; (c) written plans sub-
mitted by school districts' show evidence of the
incorporation of .'theoretical models for curriculum
development advocated by the demonstratibn
centers; and (d) teacher, student, parent, and
administrative evaluations of the programs and
summer workshops were overwhelmingly positive.
According to the project directors, additional posi-
tive Outcomes were:

Increased diversity of programs.
Increased sophistication of existing programs,
Spillover effect (upgrading of curriculum con-

" lent has Occurred in general education as well).
Adoption by most districts of more than one pro-
gram prototype. '

Some of the problems and recommendations'.
listed were these:

1. Consultants choset for creative qualities cannot
operate effectively within ri idly defined state
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standards in districts where policies are restric-
z,

tive. The,/ ,-atist have authority take changes
in the prof;rarn.

2. Lack of state financial )support. hampered the.
purchase of supplies and equipment.

,3. A committee of outsi4 lay and professional
personnel were needed to construct and enforce
poliCy.

4. 'A. program may be exported to and adopted by
other districts only cif it is accompanied by ap-rto propriate long term. consultant services.

The most important conclusion reached by the
projectdirectors is the 'key to success-in demonstra-
tion projects:

The quality and validity of the educational
program does not insure its adoption. by a
foreign school district. Unfortunately, atti-
tudes and other biases of the staff members in
a- new district appear to count more..than the

proven 'qualities of the prospective education-
al program. Those politically opposed to 'spe-
cial classes tend to remain opposed to these
classes in spite of the best intellectual efforts
to show special classes as a valid program
prototype. Conversely, underdeveloped pro*-
grams may b_ e adopted -because of their social
appeal, not because of need to consider more
seriously -the -psychological and sociological
implications of educational change. (p. 182)

This last conclUsion_pointsto a need that was not
met in either of the previously mentioned evalua-
tionsthe assessment of the validity of the concept
of dernonstration as a vehicle for effecting educa:
tional change. An evaluation of the Illinois demon-
stration centers provides "excellent insight into this
problem. Over a period of three years. the Center
for Instructional 'Research and Curriculum Evalua-
tion (CIRCE) of the University of Illinois con-
ducted an extensive evaluation of the state's entire

Table,2

Types of Dissemination Functions Performed*

Phase

Motive:

Plans:

Intradistrict workshop

Personnel:

Specific implementation of teach-
er training, curriculum construc-
tion

Train cadre of demonstration
teachers, arrange period training
session. Follow prescribed training
outline. Evaluate teacher growth,
construct unique curriculum, act
as "feeder" source for advanced

methods of program dissemina-
tion

District consultants, resource per-
demonstration-teachers,sonnel,

trainees

Evaluation: Measure teacher growth. Mea-
sure' student growth.. Equate ex-
penditure for teacher training
with classroom changes

Duration: One-semester workshops

Followup: Repeat training programs for nevi'
groups of teachers, Utilize trainees
for export functions, demonstra
tiOn,'Modify program by analyz-
ing feedback

Interdistrict demonstration

Show working program; pro-
mote interest to outside dis-
tricts

Oi-iedtation to program . de-
monstration of lesson discus-
sion, critical analysis, distribu-
tion of guidelines, mounting of
available aids

Regional workshop

"Sell" idea of enrichment pro-
grams, widespread utilization
of project materials and plans

Outline regional plan for pro-
motion dissemination, and
establishrhent of_regional en-
richment programs, distribu-
tion of guidelines, Aids

''Field, consultant, demonstra- Field, consultant, regional
tion teachers, guests supervisory level personnel

Ratings of demonstration les-
sons, Number of requests for
services, Ratings of aids (e.g.,
films)

Ofie-day demonstrations

Provide field services, consult,
advise

Program adoptions. Requests
for service aids, Ratings of
'products, Measured effert, on
curriculum change, Outgrowth
of new curriculum-applications

One-day workshops

Field services recommend re-
quired organization, Modify
aids, materials from feedback
suggestions

*From. Plow-Man & Rice, 1967, p. 40,
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gifted program. The evaluation plans. included
such techniques as observation of demonstration
programs, questionnaires to visitors both irnmedi;
ately following and up to a year after the demon-
strations, assessments of the quality of gifted
prograins by various methods including an instru-
ment administered to students and interviews. with
school staff and .parents, and 'structured interviews
With visitors to demonstration centers.

The Illinois Plan for Program Development for
Gifted Children, like the majority of educational
programs, was built on the "research and develop-
ment" model of change. The basic process' involveS.
an extensive period of research and developinent
succeeded by dissemination to a user population. A
well. developed. form of this model, described by
Clark and Guba (in House,. Kerins & Steele, 1970),
lists °four major stages of educational change:
research to advance knowledge to serve as the bases
for development, development to inventrand build
a solution . to an existing problem, diffusion to
introduce the innovation to -practitioners, and
adoption to incorporate the innovation hub the
target system. A network of approximately
demonstration centers served as 'the main instru-
ments for change. The dependence on demonstra-
tion centers was a logical one, since their entire
theoretical base is the R&D concept;

AccOrding Co Havelock (1969), this model
assumes that there is a rational sequence of activi-
ties, planning must occur on a large scale, and a
passive consumer awaits acceptance of the innova-
tion if it ;is delivered properly. The first two
assumptions seem to be supported by the Illinois
evaluation, ,but the evaluators concluded, as did
thedirectors of the California program, that:

The fact that visitors valued the dernonstra-
tion programs high-II/had little relationship
with later adoption. Situational constraints in.
the adopting district seem to he of greater
importance than the intrinsic characteristics
Of the demonstrated program or the process
of demonstration itself. (p. 33).

The evaluation design in this ploject was much
more sophisticated. The evaluators were attempt-
ing to determine whether there was a definite
causal relationship between. the impreveMent and
expansion of gifted programS and the,work of the
demonstration centers. The California and
Wisconsin evaluations assumed that the relation-
ship existed because of die expansion of the pro-
gram and certain other factors. In the Illinois
evaluation, CIRCE wished to determine the specif-
ic-reasons for adoption Or refection of a particular
program. Some of the more relevant findings of
their report were:

1. Even though the great majority (79%) of the
visitors were still favorably impressed with the
demonstrations after periods of two months to
one year, only 58% said they had decided to
accept and use the activities, and only 46% had
started incorporating changes. The one item
which ' -could indicate definite, results--asking
respondents to relate a specific, critical incident
of how their behavior had changed - showed
that only 29% actually had tried an activity:

2. The 29% adoption rate May seem relatively
high, but three factors combine to point out
that it is a deceptive figure. First, the popula-
tion visiting the centers was strongly self selected
and composed of people who were already at
least interested in innovation. Second, interviews
indicated that only in 10% of the districts was
substantial influence on program development
.attributable to help from demonstration person-
nel. Third, no significant correlation could be
made between quality of program and visits to

demonstration'centers.
3. Only about 2% of the sample of local districts

had adopted a demonstrated program "in toto.".
4. The most important reason for acceptance of an -

innovation was "divisibility": The activities could
be used on a limited basis or parts could be used
without adopting the entire activity.

5. The most important reasons for administrators
adopting a demonstrated activity were followup
help from the center and' the administrator's
judgment of how well the program worked.
MotiVational value, appropriateness, worthi-
ness, perceived ease of implementation, or
involvement. with the home program were of
little importance

6. For teachers, most of the variables. associated
with adoption of a demonstrated innovation

. were concerned with how well the new activity
fitted into the structure of their world, how
adaptable it was, whether administrators and

`other- teachers would accept it, and if enough
facilities were available.

Many of these results may seem inconsistent with
the findings of the' California and Wisconsin
evaluations. But it should be remembered that the
conclusions. in the California study-were drawn bt
the project directors rather than an outside evalua-
tor. Conclusions were simply reported, but not
supported by any research design. 'The written.
plans submitted by each district are the only data
supporting the contention that the demonstration
centers were the major causal factor in the im-
provement and expansion. of gifted programs:
These written plans (no numbers or percentages
are reported) show evidence of ten incorporatiOn of
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theoretical models for curriculum development/
advocated by the demonstration centers.

Even though the California .and Wisconsin prp- .-
jects did not lend much support to 'any causal rya-
tionship between .centers and the improvements
listed, the fact remains that the number of kro-
grams .did, increase. The quality of prograrnS also.
seemed to improve, at least in the California proj-
ect. There were certain differences betwcierr the
demonstration programs, however, which ay have
caused the\ differing results. The two maj r differ-
ences were in the amount, of ,consulta, t services
offered to visiting districts and the exportable
products available to visitors:

In the California project, field consultants were
available to assist visiting districts in planning and
implementing the program. They did offer much
help, with on-site visits, one to one 'consultation,
and teacher' training programs:. In, Minois., the
demonstration directors '-were committed to this
role, but many were unable to offer as much as was
necessary. According to House's (1970) evaluation,
these consultant services were the major reasons for
the administrators' adoption of a demonstrated
program,

Of nearly as much importance wa , the avail-
ability and type of exportable product available tb
visitors: The California project offered filmsh film-
strips, guidelines, booklets, filmstrip/record kits,
and mimeographed materials containing informa-
tion about. the program, -curriculum materials
developed, .evaluati9n of student outcomes, and the
process of program development: The Illinois
project 'offered information about the program,
and sample curriculum materials used in the pro-
gram. The important difference is that the Cali-
fornia centers offered information about the pro-
cess of development of the program rather than
simply the finished product. The product itself is
not as- generalizable to a different situation as is the
process. Each of the California prole( is was well
evaluated in terms of student outcome., and these
results.were made available to other disiricts.

Although these . program differences may
account for some of the discrepancies in evaluation
results, the fact remains that demonstration centers
are of limited value in training teachers because
they are based on a weak theory of change. This
brings -us to the third model, :which was an
outgrowth of the evaluation of the Illinois
progrAm.

Service Centers

The concert' of service centers, also called area
service centers, technical assistance centers, or
regional service centers, is. an exciting innovation
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in the area of inserv" ic.e teacher training. It has be-
come increasingly recognized because of the
seemingly impossible task of training enough
teachers to serve gifted and talented students
through existing traditional methods. Gallagher
(1974) estimates that if gifted programs are to serve
2% of the population (approximately 1.000,000
students), we will need over 40,000 trained
teachers. It would take 100 universities 10 years if
they graduated. 60 students per year-to train enough
teachers. to staff' these programs. Presently, not
even one university trains that many special
teachers-.

Purposes

A'serte center is establis4\d for the purpose of
developing and improving prog-rams for gifted and
talented st tidents,bv providing- 'systematic aid to the
programs at their*request on problems of their own
concern. Since trained teachers are- the key to
successful programs, and aref,s,o,few in number,
inservice t raining is usually thejnajor function of
the cente s. They may be designed CO serve_ a
consortium of states, a region Within a state, or a
number o! schools within a local

Sponsors

Host and funding agencies vary according to the
populations to be served. Some states are operating°
or are in the process of establishing service centers'
on a regional basis which are designed to serve a
number of counties dr school districts, providing a
network that 'covers the entire state. Some centers
have been funded federally. Title ESEA
monies have established resource centers or service
centers for a number of cooperating school districts
while Title V and other Office of Education grants
have supported centers serving a consortium of
States. Lot al districts or states can also cooperate in
the establishinent of a center, assessing a fee to
each participating agency. When the center serves
a local district, the funding is usually local or
through categorical state monies..

Staff
Staffing is the key to a successful service center: No
single consultant in the area of the gifted has the
expertise to solve the variety of problems en-
countered by a local district, nor does a permanent
staff of cOnSultants_ The staff must' be able to
relate effectively with practitioners*d2reject the
"professor? image of theoretician. :donitiltants on
the staff should have tetchinkrand/or.
Administrative experience in local school districts
except in rare cases in which the -person has
developed this ability to work with teachers and



administrators through other experiences. A ser-
vice center usually employs a core

as

of crn-
sultants who are as knowledgeable 'as possible in
such areas as: characteristics and needs of gifted
children, practical alternatives for educating these
children (both programatic and instructional),
group- dynamics and other process oriented
Strategies, and finding and utilizing available re-
sources. The center attempts to develop a well
rounded staff with a variety'of subject matter, ex-
periential, and personal backgrounds. ,

In addition to the core staff, which usually re-
mains small, the center has available certain other
consultants who may be called on to provide service
in an area in which the Staff may be weak. These
other consultants may be "satellite teachers" who
have completed training .activities and- established
gifted programs in a schOol in the area. They may
be consultants from a state with a strong gifted
program. They may be the core staff of 'other
similar centers, or they may be consultants selected
in any number of ways because of expertise in
certain areas, In the case of satellite
teachers, state consultants, the -school system or
other employing agency must agree to release the
person for a certain number of days, hours, or
sessions before the person is desighqted as a satellite
consultant. Some centers designate certain local,
projects as demonstration projects, and provide
extra funding to the program in return for the ser-
vices of project personnel.

This "satellite" system or "talent 1-3nk" =must
have available persons with expertise in such areas
as necessary to assist most schools, complementing
the talents of the core staff evaluators, writers,
artists, specialists in minority cultures, dancers,
teachers, administrators, specialists in stimulating
creativity, and various specialists in the education
of the gifted in all subgroups.

Partidpants
"Participants" or, recipients of services range from
parents and other community personnel to the
highest ranking administrators in the systems being
served. The primary recipients, however, are
teacher's and supervisors directly responsible for
programs.. The majority c eachers involved in this
training are regular 'iroom teachers at the
outset of the pi-6gram ,As the program develops
and changes, these trained teachers may be given
special .aSsignrnents in working with talented
students or released time for acting in a supervisory
capacity in the programs. Principals or supervisors
involved are usually building principals or
curriculum coordinators. Teachers and other
personnel may or may not have previous training
in gifted vducation.

Program Components /Activities
.Since the Service Center model -

is so versatile and
comprehensive, it can utilize a variety of sub,
models, including the institutes and demonstration
centers described in this section. Centers can also
cooperate closely with universities in providing.
preservice training and experiences.
'There are two distinct types of functions in most

-Service centers: (a) general services provided to the
entire client group, and (b) specific services pro-
vided upon request to each client within the area to
be served. 'General functions include such activities
as: .

A frequent newsletteeproviding information of
interest to teachers and administrators,' events
sponsored by the center, new ideas for teaching,
national and state opportunities in education .of
the gifted, an idea exchange, programs in the
area, etc.

,Periodic regional workshops or training session,,
on topics of general interest to most schools
language arts for the gifted, independent study
contract learning, strategies for developing
creativity, make-it-and-take-it workshops
which teachers bring ideas to share with other:
(materials are available for construction of items
appropriate for one's own class), creative drama-
tics, evaluation, needs assessment, individua-
lizing instruction, etc.
A library of commercially available professional
books, curriculum materials, and magazines
which can be checked out for trial and/oi
examination.
A collection of mimeographed reports, teaches
Made materials, curriculum materials, teaching
units, bibliographies, __and teaching strategies
available to visitors or through mail requeSts at
no cost to the client.

Specific .services. depend upon the needs and re
quests of the client, but some examples. of vehir,:le,
established for these purposes are:

A list of persons in the talent bank (along with
an explanation of their areas of expertise and
services they are willing to provide) is circulated
to programs in the area. Those desiring certain
services then make the necessary arrangements
with the center.

At the beginning of the school year or at the
outset of indications of interest by the schools, a
member of the service center staff arranges
meetings to determine the needs of the school,
the roles and responsibilities of the center and
school, and possible alternatives for.training.
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Introductory meetings are. held at the center for
:all who may be interested in 'utilizing the services
of the center._ .
Presentations describing the center's services .are
m-ad at various professional meetings.
All 'available training models or variations 'are
utilized in order to provide necessary services.

Because the significant differences in service
centers are determined by the nature of the situa-
tion' and the clients to be served, descriptions are
gi'ven for a nationwide system, a statewide network,
and a local district inservice model..

The Technical Assistance
Development System (TADS)
Although this particular system was not developed
to serve gifted programs, it will be described here
since evaluations have determined its effectiveness,
and it has potential for use in, gifted programs.
Siinilar plans have been developed on a somewhat
smaller scale for-gifted programs, but they are in
the formative stages and have not yet been evalu-
ated. \

Supported by 'federal funds and located at the
Frank Porter Graham Child Development Center
in North Carolina-,.. this program was established to
provide long term, consistent support to preschool
programs for handicapped children. 11 provides a
network of del-Ili:Mgt ration -centers along with over
100 professionals tround the country who are
available to respond to needs in their area of ex-
pertise.

According to Gallagher (1974), key elements in
the TADS progra-n are needs assessment, the
signing of a contract, and the talent bank. Needs
assessment, finding out exactly what the client
needs, involves about a day of intensive discussions
with the program administrator ans1 others in the
situation. Some agieement should be reached on
the present highest priority issues. This may be
something as simple as the identification of screen-
ing instruments or something as complicated
as the development- of an initial program plan. In
this process, the consultant plays both an active
and passive. role. - He must accept the local
personnel as experts on the local situation, bnt
must also assist them in clarifying needs as they
relate to his area of expertise.

The second key 'element is the signing of a con-
tract. A written agreement is made, specifying the
nature of assistance to.be delivered, who will ,de-
liver it, and when. This contract is des.igned to
eliminate the kind of "te,onhelp" that occurs in
casual consultant arrangements where the-expert'
makes a short visit, delivers some instant wisdom,
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and avoids' becoming involved in the specific
problems of the local situation. The contract pro-
vides both parties with an evaluatiOn of -the status
of the assistance. to be delivered.

The third key element is the talent bank, which
must include a number of people with varied skills
and knowledges. These people are on contract with
the system and on call for 5 to 20 ilays a year for
program assignments.

Assistance in this system can be of different
type's.. If there is a large commonality of needs in a
'state program, group training activities-can be de-
signed: If a need can be satisfied by program infor-
mation, a consultant in th; large network has a
great numberof resources on which to call.

Area ServiceCenter (A SC)
A unique and well established gifted program ser-
vice center network was set up in Illinois as a result
of the evaluation of the state plan, particularly in
relation to the partial success of the demonstration
centers. They were designed to replace:the demon-
ttration centers as the primary agent for change.

13117 poses

Rationale and Guidelirtes for Submission of Area
Service renter Proposals (Gifted Children's Section;
1974), states that the purpose of the ASC is "to
proVide for all Illinois educators and other citizens
convincing and readily available assistance in
developing a number of approaches in the school
districts for the education of gifted children" (p.
2). ['hey are designed to use the resources of people
and funds in service and training activities, and
cha.; ged with the responsibility' of carrying the
process-of change through all stages,, from initial-
awa reness to institutionalization:

Since' teacher and staff training is the most
important aspect of program 'development, the
major function of the centers is to proyide training

'opportunities for educators at all levels. This train-
ing is oriented toward- producing. competent

-personnel in *such area as: (a) acceleration of the
highly gifted; (b) individualized instruction
through team teaching, nongraded plans, inde-
pendent study, and other such methods; (c) special
classes for the highly gifted; (d) speial provisions
for the culturally different gifted; (e) curriculum
improvement' through programs that emphasize
high -level thought processes, creativity, and diver-
gent thinking; and (f) attention to both .the affec-
tive and cninitive education of; gifted students,

spodsors/
The 9'ffice of the Superintendent. of Public'
Instru&ion receives proposals for' ASC's from
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school districts, institutions of higher education,
and eduational service regions in Illinois. If a pro-
posal is 'recommended for approval by the Advisory
Council (educators from outside the State office).
and accepted by the Office, the Office of the
Superintendent of Public Instruction negotiates a
contract directly with the host agency. Since funds
are appropriated yearly, proposals must be _sub-
mitted each year, but applications for one or two
successive years, arc' considered on the basis of per'
formance and available funds. The host agency
must give evidence of its commitment by providing
both adequate facilities and the support of staff
members. administrators, and the gOverning board
of the school *district, college, university, or educa-
tional service region.

Staff

Each center employs:: a full time director along
with. in most cases, one or two consultants, (de-
pending on funds, available). Some ASC's employ a
number of part time professional staff members
rather than one or two full time members. The
staff is further expanded by the utilization of
school district, university, or other specialized
personnel on a contractual basis.

Requirements for full and part time staff, with
the exception of satellite personnel with special ex-:
pert ise: are:

1. At least .a Master's degree or the equivalent in
graduate tredit hotirs.
A minimum of three semester hours of credit in
the education of gifted children, or teacher Of a
class in gifted :education within 1.2 months of
cm AvMent.

9, A 'administrative or supervisory certificate or
()the! requirements ,of the host agency for ad-
rninictrativQ 01 supervisory positions. When the
program thrust is specialized, certificates in spe-
cial fields such as art or music are required.-

. .1. Two years of teaching, administrative, or super-
Nr is or y txperience.

In addition to the requirements, listed, members..,,
of the staff should have expertise in. enough areas
-to be competent in serving a.particular geographi-
cal area. Each should have 'a broad .knowledge of
education appropriate for gifted children in addil
tioii to a detailed knowledge of a specific area.
More importantly, the consultants should be-, able
to: W develop effective relationships with the
clientele of the region, (b) demonstrate ,appro-
priate teaching strategics, (c) convert educational
I usearc h-and theory into practical strategies for edu-
atilig gifted c hildren, and (d) assume a variety of

toles, sinnilar to 'those o'f the CoMmunity Change'
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Agent described earlier in the section on Assump-
tions and Issues. In effect, ASC staff members_must
be potential, if not actual, effective agents of
change. in gifted program development. Knowl-
edge, course background, certificates, and other
such qualifications mean little unless a person
possesses skills enabling him to effect meaningful
changes -in local district gifted` programs.

Participants
Recipients of ASC services can be individuals (par-
ents, teachers, college students, gifted students at
all levels, other citizens), organizations (parent
groups, educational committees, professional. or-
ganizations, School boards, community organiza-
tions), or institutions (colleges, universities, private
foundations, school systems) within a specified geo-
graphical area. The state is divided into nine re-
gions, each containing one Area Service Center. In
rural areas, one center serves as many as 24 Coun-
ties, whereas -three centers are located in. Chicago
and its metropolitan area.. ASC's and their con-
sultants can serve 'clientele in other regions cj
operatively with the other centers involved.

Participants in training activities are usually
regular classroom teachers, with gifted program
directors and other administrators next in fre-
quency. In a survey of ASC clientele selected from
regular mailing lists, 64% were teachers, 189 .

reimbursement directors, IN% administrators, and
3% were engaged in other occupations.

Program Con tponents/Activities

.Specific activities .and-services depend on the geo-
graphical area to be served and the needs of (he
clientele, but Area Service, Centers do have certain
common characteristics. Some are required by the
guidelines. For example, they must:

Be designed to meet the needs of a specified geo
graphical area.
Be patterned on a recognized model for creating
change with a full sequence of functions from
development of awareness to institutionalikation.
State objectives in measurable terms.

go, Prepare standards,-for assessing performance.
Provide training activities.
Provide expertise in several areas of education.
Provide basic financial support of ASC activi-
ties, including evaluation.
Provide services that allow for the wide range of
definitions of giftedness submitted by school dis-
tricts in the, region. (Schools must develop pro-

.grams ,

111 One or more of six areas of talent- -gen-
eral intellectual ability, specific academic apti-'



(tale, ( reativo thinking -and production, leader -
ship- ability, visual and verforming arts, and
psychomotor ability.)
Perform a needs assessment of ASC- clientele
each year.
Develop consistent goals, objectives, activities,
and evaluations based on Ac!ion Goals for the
Seventies, a document representing the public's
Opinion of directions to be taken by education in
the state.
CoMplete an overall evaluation of their goals,
objectives, and activities each year including
reports from a number of state officials who visit
and .monitor the center regularly (Gifted Chil-
dren't, Section, 1974).

Certain other common characteristics are 'deter-
mined by the nature of the ASC concept:

Utilizing service 'delivery systems, such as work-
shops (both region wide and in"single districts or
schools), summer institutes, demonstration sites,
one to one consultation, field assistance in class-
rooms, newsletters, materials dissemination, and
telephone calls/correspondence.
Fulfilling functions such as inservice training,
program development,' evaluation assistance,
and dissemination of information and materials
pertinent to gifted program development.
Dealing with content such as awareness of multi-
ple kinds of giftedness and talent, identification
of gifted and talented youth, topics related to
state program requirementS, and proposals, cur-
riculum development and revision, teaching
methods in all subject areas at all grade levels,
and evaluation techniques and methods.--

Unique Program Components/Activities
The amount of emphasis placed on types of strvices,

. functions, and content area by each service center
varies according to the region- being served. FOr
example, one of the centers located in the Chicago
metropolitan area only serves the Chicago school
syStem. In this case, it must operate within the
framework of the school system and provide more
technical kinds of assistance. In the past a fine arts
center served the whole state mainly through the
other ASC's and thus was not heavily involVed in
such areas as evaluation, assistance with proposals,
and field assistance in classrooms. In rural areas
the school population is so scattered that most pro
grams are in self contained classrooms. The em-
phasis, therefore, must be on techniques for gifted.
children within the regular classroom, while in
more populated regions, special classes can be es-
tablished more readily, causing a need for training
in other program methods.

Other' unique aspects of Area Service Centers
seem to evolve as .a result of continued contact with
the geographical area. School districts and
personnel are often impressed by the particular
talents of consultants, and will request workshops
on topics that previously have been popular or suc-
cessful, or will _request a certain service, from a
consultant who has a reputation for being effective
in a'particular role. In one center there is a strong
.content emphasis on staff communication an
group dynamics, while in anotherjtAs on creativity
and techniques for individualizing -instruction. 'In
another center, the delivery method emphasized is
the newsletter because of the creativity and. special
abilities,of the consultant responsible. while in still
another, field assistance and clissroom demonsu
dons are emphasized more than in other centers
due to the teaching abilit of one of the
consultants.

Inservice. Training Techniques
Area Service Centers utilize a variety of models for
inservice training, some of which are described
briefly,in the general 'section on service centers.
Some models which have proven successful and
have become widely used are the following:

Regional workshops. These are usually two day
work sessions held in a centrally located area at a
motel or. other facility with comfortable meeting
areas. Primarily designed to develop awareness of
needs and program possibilities for gifted children,
these workshops are.relatively%hort, exciting train-,
ing sessions.

The committee approach. Often programs fail
because not .enough people in school districts
advocate the establishment and continuation of a
gifted program or because administratOrs are di-
recting the program alone. Ica program is directed
by only one person, that person must be excep-
tional in motivating teachers, understanding highly
particular problems, and being. an expert at every-
thing related to gifted education. For these rea-
sons, some ASC's insist that a committee be
formed, consisting mainly of teachers, to supervise
the program, advise the director, and participate
in training activities. In addition to developing a
number of local advocates, this method provides
for in-depth trainingof a few who can then assist
in training others...New committees can be formed
as new programs are added and old programs inSti-
tutionalized.

Demonstration teaching. An AS,C consultant may
be called on to demonstrate a particular
technique, a general teaching principle, or the use
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of certain materials in a certain school or class-
room. This can prove to be a highly effective train-
ing .device if time is set aside before and after the
dernonstration for. conferences with t ,achers to
explain the strategy and talk about similar tech-
niques, and problems, and how to proceed. In-
volvement of a number of teachers (by providing
substitutes to release them for a period of time) can
make the visit more efficient.
Field assistal. . Assistance in one's own classroom
can often mean the difference between self confi-
dence and total insecurity in using a new strategy.
Visits must be nonevaluative and made by someone
able to come up with a variety of suggestions for
acComplising certain- changes: Field assistance
often provides followup to participants in an inten-
sive training experience.

Monthly training sessions. A form of in-depth
training similar to a summer institute, these work-
shops can be provided for either one or several
school districts. The same teachers are released
from classes for one half day or one full day every
month and are given intensive training in an area
related to gifted education. An example. of this
model was_ a series on "Developing Creativity

-Through -Language Arts," where five teams of four
teachers each met,,, at the ASC for one day each
month. In another instance, -one school district'
planned to train (in depth) 12 teachers each year.
The ASC personnel went to the school once each
month where they met with six teachers all
morning and six teachers all afternoon, dealing
With topics requested by the teachers or topics the
consultants felt were necessary. Some of the advan-
tages of this arrangement are that: ,(a) teachers
can freely exchange ideas; (b) there is time
between sessions to try out new ideas presented,
and then to share the problems and successes with
other's:. (c) consultants -can help to identify 'Prob-
lems and solutions; (c1) certain "aSsignments",can
be given, such as trying out one new technique;, (e)
a trusting relationship is developed between teach-
ers and consultants; and (f) there is evidence of a
strong commitment of the administration.
The team approach AThniqi.e plan was developed
in one large school system that combined total staff
development with leadership training. At the be-
ginning of the year, meetings were held with prin-
ciples of all elementary schools in the district, cur-=
rIculurn coordinators, and members of the top
level of administration. The purpose of these seS-
sions was to develop an awareness of possibilities
for meeting the needs of the gifted and to begin the
development of positive attitudes toward accept-
ance of change. After this initial series of meetings,

each principal identified a teacher to be the second
of a two member team which would be responsible
for providing training for the rest of the staff. For
five months, the entire ASC staff and area super-
visor would spend a day with the building teams,
giving them a number of strategies and bacic.
ground information for one-.half day workshops
that would be presented for the entire staff of their
school the following week. Often the last part of
the day was devoted to a planning session with cur-
rieuluni coordinators 'and ASC consultants avail-

-able Gm-. assistance. As an added thrust, four
schools were designated as target schools, with the
addition of an ASC consultant to the team. The
advantages of this model were numerous, including
a chance to"share successes and failures with other
inexperienced leaders, feelings of cohesiveness in
the group of leaders, the training of large numbers
of teachers by only four consultants, and the in-

, creased acceptance of ideas from the administra-
tion- beCause a fellow teacher .was on the team.

A Local District "Service Center"

The service center concept can and has been em-
ployed in local school districts by applying certain
general principles. Although several similar pro-
grams exist, only one will be described.

In a school district-of 10-15 schools, two people
are design5ted as gifted consultants. Their charge
is to develop, and improve gifted programs in
the school, system by providing whatever de-
velopmental and program assistance is needed in
each school. According to needs assessments, these
services range from direct teaching of sifted chil-
dren to arranging' inservice training sessions for.
teachers. In one school with a well developed
program, a consultant was needed to give extra
attention to 'a' small group of highly gifted stu-
dents, whereas in another school that was totally
individualized, a consultant was needed to assist
each teacher in providing enrichment activities for
students. Other services of the consultants have
been: (a) development of.curriculum materials for
a class for underachieving students in Junror
English; (b) coordination of a committee
responsible for the high school independent learn-
ing program (including training activities, materi-
als development, identification, and any other
needed assistance); (c) organizing parent groups;
(d "providing classroom demonstrations; and (e)
maintaining a library.of professional and cur-
ricular Materials. .

As a result of several year's work, the consultants
also had available a, number of trained teachers
and administrators who could be called .on to assist
in their area of expertise. Additional personnel
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could be obtained from the Area Service Center
and other gifted programs in the area.

The 'consultant services, which were adminis-
tered through the director of special education,
were funded by categorical monies from the State.
This concepf-has been an effective-model for pro-
gram development in th'e district.

Evaluation

TADS (Technical Assistance Development System)
does not involve'gifted prograns, and evaluations
of similar systems in gifted education are not pre-,
sently available. Therefore, evaluations are only re-
ported here for the Illinois Area Service Centers.
Area Service Centers have now been in operation
on a statewide basis for five years. (Two were es-
tabliShed a, year earlier to test the feasibility of the
concept.) Although a longitudinal study similar to
House's: four year evaluation has not been eon-

_ducted, Area Service Centers have,undergone con-
tinual assessment and reassessment through outside
agencies, the State office, and self evaluation. s

A year after the establishment of the state net-.
work, a group' from Ohio. State University was6
asked to conduct a -replanning study designed to as-
sist the program to utilize the results of the longitu-
dinal study in planning future directions for the
program. General recommendations related to the
ASC's were: (a) continued expansion, including ad-
ditional staff, more:funds, and additional centers;
(b) a fetal specialized centers located'in key areas of
the state, e.g., a center specializing in education
of the disadvantaged should be located in or near
East St. Louis, a concentrated low . income 'area;
and (c) ASC's should continue the types of services
they have been providing,in the past.

Each ASC employs self assessment techniques;
usually with the aid of an outside evaluator. These
evaluations' are either formative, to provide input
during the course of operation which would either
affirm present methods or suggest other directions,
or summative. A summative evaluation is
compilation of data collected over a period of time
and reported at the end of a speCified period of
operat;on. Some evaluations were both, formative
and summative,

The individuality of evaluations allowed very
little_statistic'al summary. Evaluation expert's within
the State office, however, did identifrhnd report
certain commonalities (Program Assessment and
Evaluation Unit, 1973). Results of these individual
'reports were analyzed on the basis of their relation-
ship to recommendations in the Guidelines and on
the basis of their effect in fulfilling needs expressed

in Action Go'hls for the Seventies, a document de-
veloped through extensive involvement of .the citi-
zens of the state. This unprecedented document,
containing substantive goals for the. Office of -the
Superintendent of Public Instruction, outlined citi-o
zen perception of needed directions for education
in the future. The evaluators concluded that:

the call for expansion seems to be born out b)
the conclusions of individual ASC evaluations,
especially as compared to the needs of the
future as directed by the Action Goals. It is
evident that as a delivery system, as an agent
of awareness, and as a factor in the imple-
mentation of sound programs for gifted stu-
dents, the ASCs in two .years have proven
themselves to be most effective institution
for change: (pp. 36-37)

Some of the evidence which led to this conclusion
was the following:

1: There was a direct relationship 'between ASC
training and program changes. For example, 17
one report showed that 55 to 57% of partici-
pants reported specific program changes as a re-

. suit - of the training. In another report, out of a
list of 25 changes, over one-third. of the respon-
dents checked at least 20 that resulted from ASC '
activities.

2. Large numbefs of teachers participated in train-
ing- activities-- 1,026 at one center, 2,567 at
another, and 3,669 at still another ASC. .

evaluations indicated epositive contribution
to the deVelopment of worthwhile local pro-
grams.

This evaluation again' pointed to a need forexpan-
sion olthe ASC staff and service in-order to accom-

4:11.4t1 large scale, .meaningful changes. Reports
rom two centers' indicated that the staff was

spread too thin," while a report from another
stated that over 40 requests for services had to be
turned down because of overcrowded staff sched-
ules. One evaluator suggested that the Area Service
Center should, invest more time in working with a
smallerstarget population over an extended time as.,
a solution to the problem of understaffing. Other
recommendations for improvement were . better
utilization of research findings -of experimental
projects and more involvement in graduate and
undergraduate degree programs.

In the first statewide survey of Area Service Cen-
ter clientele, the Program Assessment and Evalua-
tion Unit (1973) attempted to provide three levels
of information: definitive (what an ASC is at this
time', comparative (how well the centers have
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_achieved. goals stated in their'prnposals), and cata- out constraints caused by limited ASC funding.lyric (how much change has occurred in clientele as The nature Of changes reported was varied-de-a result of their services). The survey requested in- veloping varied ways of reaching gifted Children,formation about the number of contacts with the implementation of indivjdualized programs in,sev-ASC, types of services utilized, the most and least eral subject areas, and fostering more openness tobeneficial services, an example of change (if any) change, flexibility, and, creativity on the part ofwhich resulted from contact with an ASC, and teachers. ..
L> ,whether services should be expanriee,, reduced, or Of interest, too, are the services perceived asmaintained at the same level. Results of this survey most beneficial in producing change. Teachers,led the evaluators to conclusions related to the program directors,- and administrators all agreedoriginal goals of the evaluation. First, there w,sas no that workshops and training sessions were the mostone description that would fit all the Area Service valuable. Second in importance to teachers were. -Centers. The ASC's were designed to inzet the summer institutes'; to directors and other adminis-diverse needs of a geographical region, and their trators, phone calls and correspondence were theactivities--t---efWcTarlhat need. Second, the centers second. most valuable. The content which was most.generally achieved their stated goals and success- beneficial to both teachers- and other administra,fully concluded the activities proposed in the initial tors was related to teaching methods, while giftedagreements. Third, there were many changes in, Frogram directors viewed program developmentthe ASC clientele directly. attributable to ser.vice and planning as the most beneficial.center involvement.

Finally, results of the survey showed that 93% ofOne indication of the postive influence of change
t le respondents indiCated that ASC services shouldwrought by virtue of ASC efforts is the increase 9n
be increased or maintained, at the same level. Ofnumber and percentage of Illinois school districts
all the groups, teachers were the most favorable,with gifted programs,,,Irr the-year that the first two

experimental centers were established .(1970 with the majority advocating an increase in services
31% (365). of the total provided.number of districts in the
state operated approved programs. The next year As supervisor of programs for the gifted in a re-this figure increased to 35.5%, and after all the gion served by one of the area service centers; the
ASC's had been in operation for one year (1972- author was responsible for approval and monitoring
1973), the number increased to 466 zit- 42.5%. The of local programs for the gifted and was deeply
percentage of 'districts participating has remained involved 'in program development. In three years,
relatively stable since -this report (43.9% and some programs progressed steadily, with, an in-
41.5% last year and this year, respectively). It crease in types of services provided as well as an im-

..should be noted, however, that these statistics may provement in quality and extent of total school in-
reflect the tendency of ASC's to concentrate on a volvement. Other programs showed relatively little
small number of schools and provide intensive set-- progress. Of those with ;Licreased sophistication, an
vices. Because there is a maximum lei/el of mean- overwhelming majority were involved .to a great
ingful service: that can be provided .with a fixed extent with the ASC.. Those showing very little pro-
amount offUnding, the majority of ASC'S are not gress were usually districts which did -not request-
actively encouraging new districts to participate for local assistance from the center. It is interesting to
fear of spreading existing services eVeri,thinner. It note that in many instances; directors, of thesesliould be noted, too, that districts participating in ,,, lower quality programs would send- teachers tothe program were the larger ones, so that: apptoxi- regional workshops, but did not involve themselves.
mately 75% of the state's population of gifted chil- Changes could be observed in isolated classrooms,dren is being served.

, ,-(cf- but the total program did not improve sigmifi-
Other evidence of change was the ability of.38% candy'.

of the respondents to- cite a specific example ok Evaluation of the local district..servicemodel haschanges that were results' of ASC involvement?'---shownt-hat- it----is an effeetive----methodforAnother. 24% were able 'to describe a general encouraging and accomplishing loca..p-mpamexample. It-isinteresting-to-noteTas-well, that-42% devetopme-nrforrhelift-e-dTSeiveral condition_ s mustof teachers and 41% of gifted program directors: be met, however,befote it can be effective:were able to describe a specific change; while only
. _,. .... _22% of other administrators could be specific. 1. The top administration must support- the'Changes were analyzed according to attitude dis- program actively. In fact, district policy should

played: 93.5% were positive while only 6.5% were require that each school develop appropriate
_.negative. Several of the negative comments fijiniTd- pr=ocedures for educating it_skiftd childr.en _
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2. "flie consultant(s) should be released from
teaching duties for ,at siTorie-half of their
tinie. Whether. thi time i§ spread out over the
entire week or only two and---6-ne-half days of the
week does not seem to make a significant dif-
ference,

3. The .consultant(s)- must be able to _relate effec-
tively to teachers, admiriigiratciirc and gifted stu-
dents at all grade
The *consultal:11(s)-musrh-e-able
resources--effectively for prma AevelOpment
and staff training.

Finally, the success of a service center-model is
based on the interrelationships --of-a-variet
tors, and is in large part due to its foundation on
an effective model of change. The nexr-sertirin-
sents an analysis of this theoretical basis along-with-
a comparison of the summer instit ncLd
stration_center models.

-CoCompart Inservice Models
actually changed.asa result of workshop participa-

he successful in a workshop situation which is
oriented toward change in teacher behavior but
where a content background must be learned in-
dependently. She selected a group of achievers and
a group Of nonaphievers in a test of content on
gifted education, and compared them oy, the Vari-
ables of intellectual ability, attitude or personality
type, and background in training, experience; and
job position. She concluded that

high achievers had a higher level of mental
ability, had less previous training in teaching
gifted children, had a higher level of college
training, fewer years pf experience, more re-

.
sponsible positions in education, and. attitude
preferences more closely related to 'creative
personality. type. The data provide evidence
that role function and the preference for
Extraversion and for Intuition m4 be associ-
ated with success in independent study in
content achievement.

She did not determine which teachers' behavior

rucial problem in teacher -training.-ASI-Ata.C__-- rib-it, -but other studies using the same personalitytraining is most-producti-ve---for- what persons and
- - _ ---- . --- inv-iirry, MBTI, have determined that people..for whatp_ur.p.Lse?"TK6oyurrTjfin, 1969). Very littf----- with the personality characteristics which differen- ,research 'has dealt -directly---with the probleiri ..._,_- dated between the high and low achievers in'though many-evaluatrotarnk indiclw. that- Kooyurn- s study are those who accomplish. the'the type of training described has achievecbcertain

__ma changes in all fields of-human endeavor. Weresults with the-ma-or of the teachers involved-. --
---asst-irne with some assurance, that theseThe variable' n red in most of these studiesisthe__---c-an

--t-- _...._ teachers are -likely to be enthusiastic innovators innat.& the teacher/lea.rner. -17--1 --o-tlier-words,
.----- thei_t_schorols,-------

on ch-a-rae ,--i stesemotiona-1, -social, ' --,,
4 --_____-metle (1968) also found that the same scale ofintellectual,- hys a --.of teacher behavior or atti- - the MBTI_predicted 'which individuals would 'be-tude changed as a result of a visit to a demonstra-

_ ___..ti to-rcenter, attendance at a summer institute, or
- cessful individuals' tended. to prefer _such activitiesparticipation in service center activities? Are there__--

common characleristics of those who did not as helping, ex enting, becoming involved, and..---

. undsrs n ing processes and relating them to otherchange hat were they
a-----'siEu tioris more than utisticcessful individuals. BothSorneTaf-the-evaluations-fa-lie-indidations-q_:_cam-''' Steele(-1 and Kooyumjian (1969) concludedmonalities: that th ersonalit in-ventor should not be use d as

successful in T-grotip laboratory situations. Stic-

aiiiiiiistrators who changed as a result of Visits
to demonstration centers were younger and less
experien than those. _Who' did not make

___-

cachet's and high school teachei-s were
e likely to try- nut activities observed in de-

monstration centers than were language arts and

ges,.

-2-. Scien-ce-

elementary teachers, and
3. Area Service Center directors believe that
--younger--or -Ae,mentitry teachers:are more likely

to change teaching methods than older or high
school teachers who are- involved. in ASC activi-
ties.-
Kooyumjian (1969) attempted to determine

characteristics of teachers who are more likely to

f P y._ y s ,

a method of predicting. who' changes in a certain \
type of 'situation as an instrument' to help:pro-
vide 4 _um r range Of tr:tir-experiences suited to

48

different types of uals.
,c

KOOyumjian makes some other important recom-
rnendations:

1 "As adults have learned coliiiint- background in
workshops in which this_is not the-primary task,
it will be worthwhile to further develop such
programming" (p. 89).

2. Students in the academic course achieved more
content knowledge than workshop participants,
so if this-is the only objective, an-academic
ourse.,s,eems t-) be the best method of training.
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nee two of the workshops w.treioi significant-
y different from the academic course in con-
tentp,gain,l'if combining training in processes
and training in content involves receiving less.
comprehensive preparation in either area, the
accomplishments of the workshops seem to have
been worth the investment" (p. 86).

-.4. "Inservice programs can be designed with build-
ing blocks of: -Content' only, where this is the
primary need; -content, translated for use at
appropriate teaching levels; experiences for
attitude change with content background;
experiences for attitude change with 'experi-
ments designed for behavioral change" (p.

-89-90).

Finally, while Kooyumjian's findings are impor-
tant, it should be cautioned, that a much greater
amount of research needs to be, *done in this area
before we can begin 'to predict adequately what
type of training is most beneficial for what people
and for what purposes. But must we wait until' a
significant amount of research 'has determined the
type of training we should conduct? No. Wemust
continue to try to develop a successful program
based on the knowledge presently available, keep
accurate records so. others can profit from our ex-
perience, and continually Modify our techniques
based- on the latest.. developments. There are also
eertain principles which can increase chances for
developing a successful training program.

The most important general principles are
those which make up the prograrn's basis as re-
gards some theory of change. Our problem is
"What training is most prdductive for what persons
and for what purpose?" In drder for a strategy of
change to be useful, it "must say something about,
(1) the innovation and its development, (2) the
nature of the advocates, (3) the nature of the re-
ceiyei-s, and (4) the type of transactional process
intended" (Conrad, Colt,dn, Kelley, & Brooks,
1972). Comparing the two, "what training"
*comes the type of transactional process intended,
"what persons" becomes the nature of the recejuers,
and "what purpose" becomes the innovation and its
development. The fourth aspect of a change
strategy, the nature of the advocates, is closely
linked with both the purpose of the training and
the type of training to be' conducted, since the
person(s)" responsible for training activities will in
large part determine both the transactional process
and the purpose of the program. On the other
hand, the purpose of the training may determine
which person is responsible for it. .

Havelock (1969), in his analysis of over 4,000
studieS of change, concluded that thereare essen-
tially three discrete conceptualizations of the

change process. All have certain strength's, weak-
nesses, and basic principles whiCh are interrelated
and interdependent. The three concepts ore (a)
Research, Development; andDiffusion Perspective;
(b) the Social Interaction Perspective; and .(c) the
Problem Solver Perspective. Others have developed
differeht conceptualizations of the change process,
but usually these processes can be grouped into one
of the above categories.

The first,. Research, 'Development, andpiffusion
(RD&D), has been described in the section on
demonstration centers. This theory is built on the
assumption that a consumer will accept an innova-
tion if it has been evaluated objectively and posi-
tively. Its weaknesses are that it is overrational,
over-idealized, excessively research oriented, and
inadequately consumer oriented (Conrad et
1972): It.places excessive emphasis on the assump:
tion that a change will be adopted if it is shown to
be effeEtiVe, and too little emphasis on the unique
characteristics, needs,' or problems of each .con-
sumer.

The. second, Social: Intetaction, is built on the
relationship between "those who knOw" and "those
who don't know." It emphasizes the importance of
social relationships' in the transactional network,
the consumer's place in the network,' the signifi-
cance of informal personal relationships, the impor\-
tance of a reference group, and different types of
influence strategies at different stages in the adopt-
ing 'process: This change concept has as its weak-
nesses inadequate emphasis on the importance of
the innovation and its development, little attention.
to the psychological processes inside the consumer,
and little attention to. the organization because of
concentration on' the individual as consumer.

The Problem SOver Perspective has several dis-
tinct stages: (a) to help the client 'identify his
needs, (b) to help him formulate the need as a Solv:
able problem, (c) to identify and locate resources
relevant to the probleni, (d) to identify potentially
feasible solutions, (e) to translate, the knowledge of
a solution into a specific plan of action, and'(f) to
carry out these solutions with evaluation in 'terms

dif reducing the needs. An advocate or other person
works with the consumer to help hire find the inno-
vations that make sense in terms of. his' own.situa-
tion. Its weaknesses- are excessive strain on the
consumer, minimization of the -'-ole of outside'
resources, and the 'assumption al.._ someone else
has donetbe researchandtdevelopthent.

The Problem-Solver, Perspeetive seems to me to.tbe ,the single most potentially successful 'concept of
change: The consumer's.' vin'aci;seernsito be a sensi-'
ble plce to begin Sine-e-4feT-ehhangenmust
'effect there. The consultatit'is perceived in a posi-
tive way as a helper, catalyst, or collaborator
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and inside resources are give n equal weight with
the outside. Self initiatiop and a p2sitive attitude
toward change create the best motivational climate
for change. Other perspectives in combination can
serve to meet 'diverse needs, and can be more
potentially useful if they are combined in such a
way as to complement each other.

As previously stated, demonstration centers are
based on the research, development, and diffusion
model of change. Partof the reason for the limited,
success. of Illinois' "demonstration centers was the
way plans were -carried but, but most. important
was their theoretical basethe R&D model did not
take into account the .con3timer and his needs.
When demonstration centers provide followupi
assistance to visitors (potential consumers), they
appear to be able to assist these consumers in
adapting the innovation to their situation and
thus increase the chances of. adoption: The addi-
tion of-tthis aspect illustrates the combination of
elemenis of the problem solver perspective.

The service center model is "based prirharily on
the'pinblem'solVer concept of change. An advocate
assists schools in identifying needs, stating prob-
lems, locating resources, developing alternative
Solutions, and implementing the plans they have
devised. Weaknesses in the conceptual basis (ex-
cessive Strain on the consumer, minimization of the
role of outsiders, and the assumption that someone
else has taken care of research and development)

o can be minimized by the addition of certain prop
gram components. If, for example, a service center
designates several schools as demonstration centers,
it in effect is emphasizing the deveTorimental pro-
cess of several innovations. In the ease of a school
district service center, the active support (or force-
ful tactics) of top 'administration is necessary to
avoid excessive dependence on the consumer's ini-
tiative in solving the problem. If the reirtibUrse-
ment phase of the Illinois. program .Were manda-t
toiy rather than permissive; the effect would be

much the same on a larger basis. In other cases,
when service centers actually provide some bf the
resources and solutions which they, in turn, hell
the consumer to identify, they are minimizing the
strain on the consuiner. .

Other weaknesses are less important because of
the- nature of the system. One of the weaknesses of
the problem, solver perspective is its assumption
that someone else has taken care of the research
and development. In education, many times this is.
a fairly Safe assumption, One of the biggest prob-.
lems in education is the wide.gap between research
and actual tpractice.

Depending on the methods used and the particu-
Aar .format, summer instivaes can be based. on

0
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almost any theory of change.. For example, in
TOrrance's workshop, all three _concepts contri=`-
buted to the methods used. When teachers .were
subjected to a period of "input and spent time
developing' methods to be used, the R&D model
was the important basis; when the directors placed
teachers in informal situations with themselves as
"helpers," the emphasis w.as on the social'interac-
tion theory. Certain strong social relationships were
built between instructor and student that increased
the chances for acceptance of the innovations. A
further application of the social interaction theory-
would have occurred if teams of teachers from
schools in the area had attended together. They
would have developed a reference group with
similar concerns, and would have built some sup-47
pative relationships among their small group.

As the teachers:applied knowledge gainekrin the
input phase to a teaching situation, they were.
assisted by the supervisors in solving their indivi-
dual problems. In the last phase of the institute,
the teachers spent time in identification .of poten-
tial problems and solutions,, which was .an applica-
tion of the problem solver peppective. A further
extension of this conceptwOuld have been foilowup
assistance to the teachers in their own classrooms.

It seems that the majority of unsuccessful insti-
tutes place undtic emphasis on only `one aspect of
the R&D model diffusion.'If an advocate of a
certain innovation spends two to four weeks dis-
seminating information about, and expounding
on, the merits of the particular methods he is advo-
cating, the adoption rats,will no doubt be low.

In conclusion, the problem of what,training is
most effective for' certain people to ttieriplish cer,
tain Purposes is'one that has not been dealt with
adequately in the r.4earch community,. Until
needed information is available, then, we .will be
better instructed to plan inservice training based
on certain principles and theories of change.

SUmmary and Recommendations

..Since traditional methOds of developing ,trained
personnel. (through undergraduate- and graduate
programi at colleges and universities)' have failed
to meet the need for teachers of the gifted, we must.
d67elop new ways. One of the most important ways
is to develop specially`trained personnel within the
ranks of those already teaching. In addition, inser-
vice training will continue to be an impOrtant
means for keeping teachers abreast of new knowlr,
ege, attitudes, and-methods. . ., .

All of the models deScr:ibed he 4-'e based on
some theory or theories of the ange process.'
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They car be improved by correcting certain weak.
nesses in their theoretical base as well as by modify.-
ing the specific.techniques used. Even\ though the

. service center model is the most versatile of the
thee presented and is based on a sound 'theory of
educational change, there is a need for a variety of
kinds of training to serve a 'variety of people and
purposes: r,4

Base on-Sound Theory

It is recommended that .inservice- zvhich.
seeks-10 accomplish certain changes in classroom
methods, be based on a sound theory or theories of
change. Consult the section onComearison of In-
service Models for ratiOnale,and suggestions.

Combination of Theories and Practices
It is recommended that inservice models should
combine certain theories and .principles in order -
to minimize the weaknesSes inherent in each:--Com-.
parison- of fnserVici. Models gives 'rationale and
suggestion g for this recommendation also.

Continuing Education
It is recommended that .inservice education should
be continuing education. Teachers need to keep up
with current educational theories, need to learn
nd develop altern -air' teaching strategies, and

need to gain- deeper understandings of interper -
scp'ril relationships in the classroom-as well as in
the school and community. Teachers can be ex
pected to. assume the responsibility for continued;
self improvement: ib a certain extent,. but -educa-
tional institutions Must provide organized oppor-
tunities akwell as support. One summer institute, a
'visit -to a demonstration center, or attendance at a
few two-day workshops does not constitute an effec.
tive 'inservice program. 'Teachers must have inteii-
sive, extended training.

Successful Methods'and .Pa rticipation
It is recommended that methods be used which
have been successful and which- provide for ,ttiaxi-
mum participation of the teacher in his or her own
learning". Many.of the same principles that apply
to children's learning also apply to adult learning:-
individualize learning experiences', use of experi-
mental learning is the most effective,. teach the
process as well as the content, teach the teachers.to

. accept as well as cause change, develop creativity
and imprpve self concepts, and develop skills of
'acquiring, processing, and applying knowledge.
The following-is only a partial list:

... Self assessmentincluding the analysis of pre-
sent-behavior, the setting of goals for changes, .

the identification of resources to accomplish
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change, and the evaluation of progress toward
stated goals. ,

Practice in realistic, settings.
Development of an intimate knowledge of teach-
ing methods by demonstrating to the greatest
extent, possible with your. own behavior and
methods the particular methods and techniques
you are trying to teach. .

Feedback from and interaction with-other teah

Group solving of the problems.
Opportunities for teachers to present "s'essions"
or experiences for other teachers. .

Giving Teachers Specific Examples
Even though' teachers need theoretical basis for
the changesibeirig. OavoCated, it is recommended
that 0;4- must be given adeqUate specific examples

.

of classroom applications as well as assistance in
developing these applications for their unique
situations. Many times teachers already understand
and believe in a particular theory, b',ut because they-
do not have specific ideas to use tomorrow, the
theory never become practice.

Starting with Change Minded Teachers'
It is recommended that, initial, programs train
those teachers who are the most' change minded.
They will be more likely to actually initiate innova-
tions, and will be advocates of the program. Other
teachers who change' more slowly .and who rely on
their judgment of successful practices to make
decisions about methods to use may change tech-
niques or atleast be more receptive to change if
they have obseived a successful new program in the
classroom of' a fellow teacher. As an added bonus,
the entire gifted program probably will be ;nore
successful if teachers are selected on the basis of a ,
positive attitude toward change. In the longitudi--
nalstudy of Illinois Gifted Programs (where practi-
cally all she teachers selected for the gifted program
came from the existing faculty), House and his
colleagues found that in the better programs,
teachers were selected because' they were chang
Minded. Selecting teachers because they volun-
teered or were interested was negatively correlated
with quality. Selecting teachers on the basis of per-.,
-ceived competence, previous training, or experi-
ence had little effect, and neither did amount of
past training. Total years teaching and years
teaching in the gifted program also had no effect
(House et al., 1970).

Selecting' Leaders

It is recommended that programs seleci carefully
those who will be the leaders of inservice training.
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Simply knowitg the subject or being a good teach-
er is not enough for an inservice trainer -he or she
must be able to develop meaningful relationships
with teachers, must be skilled in problem solving
methods, must be able to demonstrate effective

teaching techniques short, must be a Com-
munity Cha%ge Educator.

Certain recommen'datidns in the preservice sec-
tion are also important in inservice. The first,
second, fourth, and sixth are the most relevant.
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Appendix :
University Training Programs

in Education for the Gifted

The universities listed below offer either a Bach-
elor's, Master's, or Doctorate in the- education of
the -gifted. In many cases major 'universities will
make provisions for emphasis on education of the
gifted in certain doctoral programs; however these
are not listed. Those listed have planned programs

labarna
Department of Special Education
University of South Alabama
Mobile, Alabarn'a 36688

Bachelor's and Master's

California

Department of Special. Education
California State Univei-sity
Long Beach, California 90840
Master's and Doctorate

Connecticut
Department of SpecialEducation
Southern Connecticut State College
New Flaven,'Connecticut 06515

Master's

Department of Educational Psychology
Box
University of Connecticut.
Slot rs, Connecticut 062G3

Master's and Doctorate

Florida

School of Education
University of South Florida
Tampa, Florida 33620

Master's and Doctorate

in this field.
In addition, many universities offer one course

or a few courses. However, this not considered a
program, and only those universities offering a
degree are listed.

Georgia
Department of Educational Psychology
University of Georgia
Athens, Georgia 30601

Master's and Doctorate
Department of Special Education
Georgia State University
33 Gilmer St. S.E.
Atlanta, Georgia 30303

Master's and Doctorate

Illinois
Department of Special'EdLication
Southern Illinois University
Edwardsville, Illinois 62025

Master's

Foster G. McGaw Graduate School
National Collegeof Education
2840 Sheridan Road
Evanston, Illinois 60201.

Master's

School of Education
Bradley University
1502 West Bradley
Peoria, Illinois 61606

Master's

Michigan
Department of Psychology
University of Michigan
Ann ArbOr, Michigan 48104

Education Specialist Degree (School
Psychological Consultant-for the Gifted)
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New York

Department of Special Education
Teacher's College
Columbia University
NeW York, New York 10027

Master's and DoctOrate

4
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Ohio

School of Education
Kent State University
Kent, Ohio 44240

Master's and Doctorate
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Epilogue

If Jove as educators are going to prepare our gifted
udents' for success in a world in a constant state,of

change, we must, prepare teachers for their role in
the change process. If teachers are the key to a
successful program for gifted students, then the
reacher trainer is the. "locksmith- who shapes and
molds the key and is the most important link in the
whole process. A teacher training program must
cause change either directly, or 'indirectly at all
levels school, teacher-, and student. If this seems

.

an impossible task, we might well be instructed by,
the words of Robert Theobald (1970) in his intro-
duction to Alternative Futures for America, T7:

Some will say tnat the. initiatives suggested
herein sre impossible. The only reply to such
a charge* that we must all therefore dare to
do the impossible. All current 'initiatives with-
in the, realm of the possible appear to be fail-
ing.
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